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Minister of National Defence Ministre de la Defense nationale 

CANADA 

The Honourab le L'honorable 

Marcel Masse 

Au nom du peuple canadien et a titre de ministre de la 
Defense nationale, c'est tout un honneur pour moi de vous 
feliciter, les dip16mes de la promotion de 1992 du Royal 
Roads Military College, a l'aube de votre carriere au 
sein des Forces canadiennes. 

You are embarking upon a new and exciting career as an 
Officer in the Canadian Forces. The spirit and energy 
that you have portrayed at Royal Roads will help you meet 
the challenges of the future. 

En tant que jeunes eleves-officiers du Royal Roads 
Military College vous avez consacre enormement de temps 
aussi bien a l'entralnement qu'a vos etudes. Les 
connaissances et l'experience que vous avez acquises vous 
permettront de mener vos subordonnes avec beaucoup 
d'efficacite. 

The times are changing rapidly and so are the people. 
You, as future officers must continue to upgrade your 
education to stay current. The people of Canada, and I, 
have confidence that you will succeed. 

Congratulations once again, and good luck in your future 
endeavours. 



MOT DU COMMANDANT 

So, I've been asked by the Log editor to provide the traditional Commandant's forward to the yearbook. 
Not an arduous task when you get right down to it, but a serious request all the same that stimulates the 
old neural synapses in an attempt to drag some words of wisdom from the musty recesses where over a 
quarter of a century worth of uniformed memories are stored. Let me start in 1970 - the year that I left 
RMC and started down the path that leads me to this keyboard and this article. 

What guidance did we need to face the 'rea!' world outside the comfortable cocoon of a military college? 
What words of wisdom would we have appreciated way back then? The answer, alas, is probably none_ By 
that time the die was cast for us aiL We had been formed and moulded by our upbringing and our college 
experiences. our recruit races and our graunches, our blind dates and our roommates, our summer training 
and our sport teams. Some of us had thrived in the system, some of us had survived the system, and we 
all had friends who did neither. We had just come through four or five years of lectures, speeches and 
exhortations_The last hundred days passed in a blur, a fast-forward blur. that would have prevented any new 
words from being registered in any case_ Besides, we were young and therefore by definition invulnerable, 
and our outwardly cool cynicism barely masked our enthusiasm to get on with it. Few of us would even 
admit that we were considering a full military career, and the majority spoke of the eternity of the four 
years of obligatory service. Finally, whom, may I ask. reads the Commandant's address when the yearbook 
finally appears? We were too busy looking for our own pictures_ 

So where does that leave us? It leaves me with the knowledge that these comments may be read some ten 
or fifteen years down the road when the yearbook is rescued from some dusty bookcase for an 
appropriately nostalgic occasion _ It leaves you to read these words when you are closer to forty than to 
twenty, and to perhaps renect on what a military college education meant to you_ I think that you will recall 
that it was an intense experience that prepared you well for the trials of life_ I think that you will remember 
that you were challenged In a way that few of our youth is challenged_ The experience should have taught 
you responsibility . leadership, time management teamwork and the importance of self-discipline. It gave you 
friends from across this country that will remain friends for life_ It should have enabled you to test your 
limits and see that you could realize anything to which you put your mind_ And maybe now the concepts of 
Truth , Duty, Valour, are more than empty clich-s. 

Lady and gentlemen cadets of the graduating c lass, you have the talent - use it welL i, for one. am 
follOwing your careers with Interest. as you are the custodians of the tradition and the future of the Forces. 
Good luck. and God bless_ 

Col M. Calnes 
Commandant 



I am pleased to be asked to once again contribute a message to the Log. 

From my perspective. academic year 1991 / 92 has been a very good year. It was marked by the 
Introduction of the substantially revised Arts program at Royal Roads. The main thrust In this revision 
was to allow cadets to begin to specialize In their chosen m~or program In second rather than In 
third year. These changes mark another step in the evolution of the Arts degree programs that were 
Inltlated at Royal Roads In 1981 . From a single stream Military and Strategic Studies program. the 
College has progressed to m~or and honours programs In Psychology In both Arts and Science and to 
general and honours programs In Milltary and Strategic Studies comprisIng joint concentrations In 
History and [nternatlonal Pol1t1cs. Politics and Econornlcs and History LIterature. 

The combined m~or programs [n Physics. Computer Science. Oceanography and Space Science 
were established last year and have proved to be as popular with cadets as the Arts programs. The 
College Is presently reviewing the Space Science program to make It even more relevant to the 
CanadIan Forces. Although there also may be a name change the thrust of the program will have 
been Improved considerably. 

At Royal Roads cadets receive quality education from wel1-quallfled and dedicated faculty 
members. Class sizes and accessabllity to faculty In all our programs are much better than offered at 
civilIan unIversities. Cadets should appreciate the academIc opportunIties offered at this college. 

John S. Mothersill 
PrIncipal 



./ 

/ 
WelL here it is. THE LOG. I am finally done. Whewl But, before you go rumaging through 
the many pages looking for yourself and all your friends, humour me for a whlle and read 
this small exerpt. 

Let's get down to the nltty gritty shall we? Thls year the Log staff has tried our damnedest to 
make a book that will be treasured and not just put on a shelf to gather dust. I have added 
a lot of new things to The Log thls year that may turn a couple of heads, but 1 tried to pIck 
the things you, the reader, would like to see in a yearbook. I have added quite a bit more 
writing to describe the events in words as well as pictures. Hopefully this way it won't be 
just a photo album. 

It could not have been done however, without the excellent support and help I have 
recieved from my staff. I would like to thank you all for helping me put this beast togetherl 
1 couldn't have done it without youl I would especially like to thank the senlour staff ... 
Don, even though you kept yelling 'STOP PROCESSING SO MANY PICTURESI!I' you managed 
to pull us through financially I Steph, how many rolls of film dldn't tum out? I thin\<; we 
should dItch that camera eh? And Chris, well bandit, even though you had a habit of 
dlsappeartng at the most opportune times, thanks for all your help. 

Well, without further adleu, 1 present to you The Log of 1992. May it bring you many hours 
of fond m~arles ~d recollections. IlNJOYl ~ ~ 

/ 

/ 
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TRUTH, DUTY, VALOUR 

These are the ideals to which I devote myself. 

In the following of truth, I will not only be honest 
to my superiors and peers, 

but above all to my subordinates. 

In the fulfilment of duty, I will complete my tasks 
no matter how trivial or questionable I may find them. 

I will complete my duties to the best of my abilities and 
in a professional manner, for it is in the completion of 

duties that one's discipline is proved. 

In the quest for valour, I will offer myself in the defence 
of my country and comrades against any perceived threat 

to which I am called. 

Truth, Duty, Valour. 

It is in the achievement of these ideals that one may gain 
honour. As honour is the lifeblood of my college, it will 

be for me, for without it, a man is naught. 
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PSYCHOLOGY 
LCdr Crooks, Capt Macintyre, 
Dr. St. John, Dr. Malcolm, 
M:aj Hillier 

Library 
Staff 

R Tannas, 
B. Jensen, 
C. Inkster, 

S. Day 
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CHEMISTRY 
DEPARTMENT 

Dr. Reimer 
Dr. Barr 
Mr. Grundy 
Mrs. Burns 
Mrs. Cahill 
Dr. Robinson 

PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 

Dr. Waddell, Mr. Vance, Dr. Buckley, Dr. May, Dr. Yang, 
PO Simpson, LCdr Flemming, Dr. Stacey, Dr. Marsden, 
Mrs. Pettyjohn, Dr. Press, Dr. Gilliand 
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REGISTRAR~S OFFICE 
Capt Pacquin, Capt Madore, Mrs Langstaff, 
Mrs Belton, Mre Pearce, Mrs Wass, 
Mr, Tourigny, Mr. Parker 

ADP STAFF 
MCpl Rideout, MCpl Clark, Sgt McCrae, Mr. Pettyjohn, 
Dr. Kraul, Mrs. Pettyjohn, Mr. Baskett, Mr. Lee, 
Mr. Dorscher, Mrs. Chan 
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ENGINEElUNG 

OCdt Steinke 

Dr. Shpak 

Dr. 

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
Dr. Snell, Dr. Millinazzo, Dr. Buckley, Dr. Wolfe 
Dr. Keen, Dr. Wilmut, Mrs. Ovary, Capt Mulders 

VISUALIZING A COMPLEX FUNCTION 

Dr. Damaren 
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DROWNED ROADENTS 

Think of flowing, clear, blessed water... Every day 
the showers your sanctuary. You drink water, you 
clean with water, it rains water, and 70% of the 
Earth's surface is covered with the stuff. 
Now imagine a wall of water crashing down on you 
with more force than Niagara Falls. All so that you 
can become the brunt of a cruel joke! This joke 
is a tradition at RRMC every Christmas. 
The rooks of Lasalle flight are subjected to 'Water 
Walks" for 15 days before Christmas leave 
commences every year. Every evening around 
18h 15 an unlucky pair of rooks would parade in 
front of Nixon Block to make an announcement. 
As the poor, unfortunate sods attempted to get the 
wings attention they became drenched with water. 
Most rooks tried to wear protective garments, which 
failed miserably considering the volume and force 
of water involved. garbage cans, buckets, 
balloons, hoses and the "Water Wall " were the 
instruments of torture for the Lasalle rooks. As a 
bonus, the wing got to blade a few imported 
second years as well. 
There were also several extremely lucky rooks who 
got to go more than once! This was due to the 
fact that they did not possess the superhuman 
power necessary to shout and be heard with 2 
lungs and a throat full of water. 
But it was fun! We got wet! We laughed! We 
yelled and shouted for all the wing to hear! 
Lasalle rooks were providing a vital service to the 
cadet wing ... they were announcing how many days 
remaining of exam hell the roadents had yet to 
endure before Christmas leave. 
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Fall 
Convocation 

1991 















The United States Naval Institute Award 
NCdt C.B. Theal 

The Royal United Services Insititue of Vancouver Island Award 
NCdt C.A.S.L. Mialkowski 
~-ada Nancouver lsJand Bran - ) Award 

K.C. Johnson 

Cru:~![iVl Air fo]W Association Aw 
t · R.C. Palmer 

rs' Assodatlon of Canada A 
S.B. Hooper 

Collme CI14b of cana<la Aw 
t J.n. Janzen 

~ 'F.J. I':ICkl)1g. I Award 
t Itl>. ScroM 
(chunk Memorial A 
t P.C. Allan 

Institute of . inter rnatlonal Aff 
0Cdt Marla Dow 
C.c. Cook Award 
OCdtJarnes Gray 

Bull H.~. Prize 
0Cdt MarJi Koeater 

n Pund Award 
L __ -'-~=y""r.::trMi\i~:-KOeStet:~='--~.......J 

Royal Roads Class of '46 Oceanography CoUection 
OCdt James Gray 



The Graduating Class 
of 1992 



ALLAN, PETER C. 
DCWC 

ANAV 
PSYCH 

According to Peter the two most notable things he has 
done at mUcol were the digging of a hole at RMCsecond year, 
and more recently the cutting down of two standing dead 
trees at RRMC. 

Mer digging his hole Peter felt that his work at RMC was 
done and It was time to move on. As he was sitting around 
RMC, not el\ioying II yr engineering aU that much, he began 
toying with the Idea of going to Roads. Of course this was a 
sUly Idea because It was so far away from home and all that. 
Just as he was climbing down off the fence to stay at RMC he 
found himself In the middle of the Great Roads Debate. In a 
whirlwind of faulty logic and half truths he was dealt a 
crushing defeat at the hands of that devious redhead who 
had been the bane of his military existence since an1v1ng at 
Chilliwack. Reeling from this overwhelming attack he soon 
found himself boarding a plane for B.C. with his posting 
message in hand. Unfortunately this was all the paperwork 
the CF was going to send with him. He had no pay docs, no 
medical docs, no dothlng docs, ... 

Many times throughout his mllltary career Peter mulied 
over the Idea of joining the Submarine Service, often 
experimenting with canoes, but due to a vision problem was 
forced to stay aircrew. We aU have our crosses to bear. Mer 
survlng his time as an ANAV he hopes to earn a living doing 
Fleshman's commercials In the back woods of British 
Columbia. if this plan falis he has been asked to take over 
from the current Mr. Clean. 

Four years have come and gone, and we have 
now gone our separate ways, But we leave Royal 
Roads with many fond memories. We have been 
through the tough times of Recruit Term and first 
year together, only to be rewarded with SLT in 
Quebec City. As we moved on, some of our closest 
friends carried on to RMC and CMR for the last two 
years. In our senior years we developed into the 
leaders of the college. We have seen and 
implemented many positive changes into the 
structure and organization of the cadet wing that 
closely reflects today's society. I think the ease 
with which we worked can be attributed to the unity 
and cohesion characteristic of our class. We have 
developed into mature, capable young officers, 
ready to serve our respective elements. As our 
careers advance, some of us will continue in the 
forces, while others wlU transfer to the private 
sector. But we will always share a few common 
traits: first, in whatever jobs we aspire to, we will all 
be successfuL and secondly, we will always be the 
class of 1992! Thanks to Royal Roads for the great 
memories. 



MARS 
HIST&LIT 

Therefore do not be anxious for tomorrow; for tomorrow 
will care for Itself. Each day has enough trouble of Its own: 

Matthew 6: 34 
To my fellow grads; I wish you all the best. 

ANKERSON, CHRIS INl" 
CSL HIS&INT 

Chris has made some good decisions in life, but choosing 
his classification Is not one of them. Denied pUot he 
shunned air nav to become an artIUeryman for a short while, 
and ultimately an Infanteer. As for the College, he has had a 
checkered past to say the least at times being keen enough 
to carry out after-hours inspections of the Commandanrs 
bathroom and Peer's Inn. Other times he couldn' t be found 
to save the Pope's life, even the nIght before hIs EconomIcs 
final . Living by the credo that It Is better to be heard than 
seen, Chris has earned a reputation as either a wit or a 
sarcastic # $&'@'Ofo, depending upon which sIde of the 
humour you are on. The 'Marryln' Man' has also had an 
Interesting time with the better halVes, but that would be 
best left to his memolres. His thougths on MIlCol could 
probably be best summed up as Venl Vedl Vamoose, but his 
presence was felt. 



CEBALLOS, A. W. 
CSTO/S/ C 

MARS 
P&O 

Arturo Guillermo Ceballos came to the promised land 
preceeded by a reputation of keeness. Although this aspect 
never quite materialized, he was the best racker in the 
mighty P class. Art escaped from the hockey team to the 
rugby team in fourth year. Art's feverish devotion to 70 's 
music has enlightened even the most devout ' techno-crap' 
fans. It was fall when something downed on Art; He should 
join the dark side. He certainly provided an adequate tar~et 
for the boys. We wish him the best of luck in the Navy, we'll 
always keep and eye out for the spic on the horizon. 'Rusty 
Sox. This is mother box, Lome in , Over. ' 

Jon is tall 
Jon is alright 
Jon is run Lo lJe wlLh 
And he doesn't have lice 

ANAV 
P&O 

Jon is a go-getter, he will never stop 
Jon is handsome, if a little bald on top 
Jon was my roomate, through all the wear and tear 
I will rememberJon in thirty years, 

cause I' ve got his underwear 
Jon has been my master, not Ollce, but twice 
At times I've planned to kill him 
In ways which were not nice 
Jon is always generous 
To say less would be superfluous 
(I don't know what that word means but thats OK, neither 
does he) 
We all love Jon 
Or at least stand him for a while 
I know that in the future when I thinkof Jon 
I will probably smile. 



MARE 
P&"O 

'Shut up Coop! ' the boys of the P&"O class can often be 
to say as he lets rip one of his infamous 'Coopisims. ' 

Drew hails from the true boondocks of West Guilford, 
Ontario where he passed time drumming up these sayings 
and learning to play the guitar and, yes, those beloved 
(damned) pipes! 

Drew is noted for his ability to rack through any and all 
classes. Yes Coop, you blew it ... againl Don't let his drive for 
academic excellence fool you, as Coop applies to great 
effect his gangly body, in road and cross country running. 

As a barman, Coop proved himself as a CSC and laler 
basked In the glory of CWSO (did you ever wear those 
algueII etts anyway?) . 

Coop will be leaving Roads to continue his career in the 
NavyWhereheissureto continue to W.T.BI 

Finally, we lift a glass of scotch and toast this country 
bumpkin, 'Here's tue us ... !' 

MrLE 
P&"O 

Out of the wilds of Rhodeaid came Byron Conway, a boy 
with asLrange accenl. Mer a brief slay in Vancouver he wenl 
to Australia for a year just to add the fmaJ boggling touch on 
his style of speech. 

Leisure pass times of this West Vancouver boy include 
jumping out of perfectly serviceable aircraft for no apparent 
reason, as well as climbing rock faces and sometimes 
buildings. More recently he reacquired his skills in 
horseback riding and studies of the alcocline. 

Academically Byron has driven to distraction all of us in 
P&"O as he laments failed exams which miraculously turn 
out as solid B's. Given his devotion to certain other time 
consuming activities this year his academic survival has 
been a miracle of the modern age. We all await the changes 
fadng him on the 9th of May when these activities become 
legal . 

At Roads Byron has lent his effort to putting life into 
Hudson Flight as a CSC and .3 Sqn at large as a CSt., with 
summer interludes charminA a certain rope jumper in 
Quebec and playing in the sunny countryside of CFB 
Petawawa. In his last summer he got back to his farming 
roots in Chilliwack wiLh lhe MiliLary engineers. There he 
shall return agaln after grad as this seems to be his fate. 



Unlike the majority of the Wing, Marla "BOOM" Dow came to 
Roads at a ripe old a!=\e (older than II SQN ICOMD), after 
having travelled to various places aroun.d the world. 
Concentrating on an M&SS degree majoring in History, 
Political Science and scamming TD trips, she did her best to 
maintain intercollegiate relations. 
Academically Marla has always been very strong (except for 
a little one-on-one with the Glove) and even volunteered to 
travel to RMC in order to research a paper. What a dedicated 
student!!! 
After many lessons from Dan and many dollars lost Marla 
has decided that she will keep her bike but I) only drive it 
during daylight hours, 2) never carry passengers, and 3) not 
go over 60 KPH. A wise decision according to Cam. Even 
though she may not be the best driver, Marla does make an 
excellent passenger. Friday outings to go Christmas "Blitz" 
shopping or hunting through the jungles of PJ's car proved 
to be most entertaining. Marla is classified IntelUgence, and 
fittingly so since she speaks 47 different languages (Oh 
sorry, that was Jodi). Nevertheless, Marla is the perfect type 
of perion for INT. She emits an aura of total innocence while 
actually sneaking and conniving most of the time. Right. 
Coop? 
Marla is sure to be successful in whatever job she 
undertakes » > After tackling CWA, what could be difficult? 
Hopefully she will eventually get to go on course rather than 
srending the rest of her life doing OST, although she might 
not mind that. Her last tour in Greenwood was 'luite 
eventful. 

MARS 
HIS&L1T 

Having Pete in our squadron for the past four years has 
been like having possession of "The Monkey's Paw: Every 
time someone expressed the need or wish for something, it 
miraculously appeared within a week or two. One case 
when someone suggested that our new lounge required a 
fan to improve ventilation, several days later Pete shoes up 
with a portable wind tunnel. Pete's records indicate that he 
hasjoined the CF in 1978, and worked on the east coast as 
a stoker. However, his ability to organize so many social 
events for the squadron these past four years lead us to 
beUeve that he may have been the Cruise Director on the 
LoveBoaL 

Pete has also contributed to the sailing program at Roads. 
He was a member of the crew that sailed the Oriole to 
Hawaii. crossing the fmish Line second. Pete actually 
gained expertise in sailing tall ships when he first joined the 
Navy, at that time steam power was still in its infancy. Pete's 
exploits have not always ended on a positive note, onejust 
has to recall the night Pete attempted to turn the air force 
mess dress from blue to khaki brown. When all is said and 
done, we're glad to have Pete on our side, mainly because 
whoever was on the other side is missing a whole lot of 
stuff. Take care Pete and we'll see you in the real world. 
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INF 
HIS&INT 

James V. Heth has had a fun, if not riCh, time here in Lotus 
Land. Known for his sharp eye in automotive excellence and 
tin an ci al management. he was awarded the Conspicuous 
Con1>umt->Uon Award four years running. by his trusting 
companion, Bill Visa. He does his best to ruin the domestic 
car market by attacking the Duty Van on a regular basis, Don 
Quixote style. Picking up where his roommate left off. 
Jimmy has sharked his way to the top. RRMC will miss Ws 
loud and rowdy ways and American presidents will miss his 
support. Mack Flight halls will be haunted by his half asleep 
speclre, bul in NS' own words, "ilalf asleep is half awake!" 
Perhaps James' biggest accomplishment was an 
uninterrupted string of Pre-Ball WarmLlps which fllied our 
hearts, and his hard drive. with spirit. J . V. will look fondly on 
his long career as a CSc. especially when he's ass deep in 
the mud of Gagetown. 

GRAY, JAMES 
CFL 

MILE 
PtfYS & SPACE 

Royal Roads. a place where time stands still. 
No one can leave. and nO-<lne will. 
Nothingseems to have ever changed ; 
We' re always the mentally deranged. 
I dream the same thing every night. 
And see our freedom in my sight. 
No re-done f7rtests. No French profiles. 
No things to make the student." "miles. 
Wake up you robots and you will see 
This dream is a reality. 

This place is many things. 
Bu t free. is is not! 
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1'1ARE 
SCIENCE 

This B.C. boy, who was born &: bred In the wilds of Langley, 
B.C. , started mil col as a starry eyed pilot who thought he was 
going to be an engineer. Untortunately for him (and the rest 
of us Roadents), Portage and his first couple of years were 
not as successful as anticipated. Skip was originally a band 
and sailing deek until he eventually saw the light and joined 
the troopies and the rugby team. However. his knees didn't 
quite agree with his decision, and has been known as the 
class cripple. Since Carrieing on, he has now attempted to 
lose his title as President of the two year club by juggling as 
many inlerests as possible. As llle VPMC. lllis hyper young 
man sets the standard for dinner time conversations and 
mess etiquette ingeneral. 
P.J. will be sailing the open seas as a MARE officer on 
Canada's rusty boxes. We wish him good luck in the future 
&: may the force be with you. 

There are three basic necessities that make an Albertans life 
away from home a little ea<;ier I ) A strong Alberta hand 
shake, 2) a piece of grade A, Alberta beeL once a week, and 
3) a girlfriend that drives a pick-up truck, wears cowboy 
boots, and knows how to treat a man. Unfortunately Robert 
Lynden Hord would have to suffice with a limp hand shake 
and hello from a pompous Torontonian, a piece of veal that 
tastes like a rubber shingle, and the bargain basement 
pickin 's over at Emile Carr. Rob comes from Rocky Mountain 
house where FrIday nights consist of driving up and down 
main street This High Plains Drifter is never far from a good 
time and a whole heap of trouble. If he's not out looking fora 
fighl will! lhe skalers thal hang oUl in fronl of Mc-D's, he is 
bad mouthing the dope--smokin- 'dirt-catin' druids that 
cohabitate at U Vic, or up-rooting trees. His rub some dirt in 
it' attitude has earned him the rough and Lough. rock'em 
sock'em, stand-up, no shit guy award more than once. Rob 
is so mean that during his tour with the RRMC hockey team 
he beaned the trainer with a blistering slap-shot. In his first 
year he had to learn to crank out essays while being 
harassed by 50caJ fire from the infamous Dr. Jim Bayer. Now 
it would appear that the mighty R L has subdued the enemy 
and managed to squeeze 1st class honours out of them. I for 
one knew that Robbie always posessed the potential to 
achieve great things "But here. here in this world, they 
compete only for surviVal. One man couldn ' t do it alone. It 
took all of them together, believing and trusting one another. 
It brought them so close that one thought more of the others 
than of himself. It was as if they had all become one. He 
knew the warmth of his friends would be gone in the 
morning, but the spot they warmed in his heart would be 
with him forever" -Charlie Mike, Leonard BScott 



MARS 
PSYCH 

Dave saw the light after his three years stay at CMR and 
decided to come to warm, sunny Victoria. His addition to 
Fraser Flight went almost unnoticed at first unless you 
happened to visit the SCR frequently. Having the room next 
to the SCR he basically expanded his living space and took 
over the room. I'm sure the writers of Star Trek appreciated 
hissupport. 
Dave was one of our infamous rowers in his third year but 
decided to give it up and play IMs in his flnal year at mil col. 
He's also a specialist at the 26 yard dash (the distance from 
his room to the new SCR). 
Academically, Dave has come a long way this year - no supps 
for a change. I would hope not taking into consideration his 
vicious timetable. No classes on Wed or Fri !!I Oh, to be 
bilingual. 
Dave became quite the traveller this year. Everyone heard 
and suffered through the stories of his "European Tour". 
However. he no longer puts up with the comments from the 
peanut gallery. Dave has become incredibly sarcastic this 
year and just may survive in the real world - or at least the 
Navy. 
Dave is posted to Esquimalt to finish his MARS training. This 
is a very convenient move for him and perhaps if he is lucky 
Lhey will allow him Lo dock Lhe IIMCS 1'1alshali wiLh the other 
ships. 

KOESTER, M.F. 
CFL 

PLT 
COMP&SPACE 

Ten places you could usually find Mark: 

I. atthe4 
2. at the Wad 
3 . atDecks 
4. at Peer's 
5. with da boys 
6. in the pit 
7. in theSCR 
8. with Tanya 
9. in the halls (riding his chair) 
10. in merde 



MARS 
PSYCH 

Leaving his home in small-town, rural Alberta, Robert 
ventured to the hallowed grounds of RMC where he joined 
Wolf Sqn. In two years, he had sampled all that Ontario had 
to offer and was driven to return to the west dragging two of 
his section mates with him. 

On arrivingatRRMC he was appointed to the postofCSSO 
I. Before long, he had found other interests in I Sqn as well. 
A Iiltle skllnA at Christmas was interrupted so that he could 
teach the city kids to handle cattle. Later, it was out for a 
moose hunt with Peter's car. 

In his new black and while uniform, he lopped hissumrner 
phase thenjumped into a new career as CBO. The quest for 
the lake at the top of the Elk River. which has yet to be found, 
was enough to convince his brother that MilCol is nota place 
for the faint of heart. In the name of band unity and spirit 
CBO McMullen earned a triple crown (lest we forget). 

Is the flag finished yet? 
Anchors away me boys!!! 
To you, Dr. R.W. McMullen, success. 

CELE 
SCIENCE 

Jody McInnis has passed his four years at Royal Roads with 
his head In the clouds - or was that bubbles at a hot tub 
party? Known for his devastating aim in broom ball and, on 
certain occasions, with a football, Jody could always rest 
assured lhal P.T. would never be a "sup" course for himl 
Control on the playing field was always a priority for Jody -
controlling Bill, Murray, Damien, Ducky &. Kirk that is. 

Being one of the Lab Rats for the Space Sci program, Jody 
has helped blaze the new trail- though many following it will 
mysteriously find themselves at the Four Mile. Jody's 
preoccupation with science went far beyond a mere interest 
in the world above the clouds; indeed, he made a detailed 
study of river bottoms this past summer, thoroughly 
investigating both temperature and depth. Ever the 
persislent scientist Jody determined river speed by 
releasing a Tequila worm, and by noting its speed and 
direction when it left his ahh, "care" was able to inform his 
fellow campers that the water upstream of his position was 
considerably less polluted than downslream. 

We will miss Jody as he goes off from Roads, and hope that 
paths will cross often (though not downstream) in the future. 
Best of Luck, Jody. 



NOORDHOf. D.B. 
CSTO 

MARS 
Pl!1:0 

Dave Noordhof. This name strikes fear into those who 
lead normal and mundane lives. If you have no taste 
for mystic symbols or tribal idols or if you thought 
Vietnam must have been a bad place to be. then 
perhaps you should not associate with this man. Half 
man. half beast. he has been known to run with the 
forest animals by the light of the moon. He enjoys the 
simple things in life. like the pain or strenuous exercise. 
makeup and wild hairstyles. Sometimes. you may find 
this noble savage at peace. enjoying a pint or two and 
deeply in thought. Or perhaps he is longing for a 
simpler. crueler time in history. Now he is free from his 
college cage to run amoung the "civilized : Maybe one 
day he'lI be tamed ... Then again . maybe not. 

Royal Roads at 3 A. M. 

I had a dream tonight 

i"IILE 
PHYSl!1:SPACE 

I dreamt ora blasted field orcombat 
Bodies of the fallen were sLrewn aLrOSS it!. f ac.e 
Their eyes were all asking. "Why me?" 
I could see fires in the distance 
Smell the acrid smoke. let is caress my mind. 
Suddenly in the distance. I heard an evil sound. 
My soul cringed at the din. 
To the spot I stood. I was pinned. 
The song of that Demon was blasphemy 011 this sorrowful 
ground. 
Listen: 
"Quack. Quack! I'm a fuzzy little Duck" 
"I wiggle in the mud but I nevergelstuck" 
"Quack. Quack! I love to swim around" 
"A nicer Iittleduck will never be found : 

I will miss it here. 



PORTER. R.D. PSEL 
PSYCH 

Ron, born sometime during the industrial revolution, 
joined the CF in 1975 as an armour · or was it artilleryman, 
anyway, all those army types are the same; they want to be 
airforce. After spending seve raj years shovelling dirt, Ron 
decided to take to the skies and become a tacticaJ air 
ob<;erver with TAC Hel. Having flown every in("h of airsp<Ke 
over Germany with 444 helicopter squadron, Ron decided 
to pull the pin and go back toschool ; 'civvy U no less'. Ron's 
dedication to the service - or lack ot money, depending on 
who he is talking to, saw him re-enter the forces in 1984. 
Back in the helicopter saddle, only this time in the skies over 
Edmonton, Alberta. Ron relished hisjob until someone told 
him something about a 'free' university education. Ron 
jumped at the opportunity and couldn't walt to get back to 
'civvy U'. Imagine his surprise when he ended up at RRMC. 
Ron quickly adjusted to 'mil col ' and saw soccer as a great 
stress relieving activity; although seeing him hobble to 
school each morning one would have to think otherwise. As 
the keeper for the Rep soccer team, Ron has the 
distinguished record of having the highest n urn ber of sports 
related injuries in NATO. Ron's favourite pastimes are 
skiin9- rock climbin9- and looking for a girl with skinny 
ankles. In all seriousness, Ron was an outstanding asset to 
Ule lITPNCM squadron, and his undying efforts have helped 
to improve life at 'mil col' for lITs. INTELLIGERE, Old Man. 

PSEL 
PSYCH 

Damian, from a rather inauspicious beginning in Pooch 
Cove Nnd, entered the cr (AIR) where he excelled in all 
aspects of air force life, enduring the untold arduous 
existence that an AF electronics tech must face. Damian 
pushing himselfto the limits soon found himself looking for 
more and greater challenges and found them in 1988, first 
at BOTC and then over the next four years at RRMC. 
Adapting easily to the strenuous academic and military 
life-style of a lIT at Roads, Damian took it upon himself to 
carry the RRMC hockey team for three consecutive years, 
mu("h to the ("hagrin of his wife Denise and daughter MeUssa. 
Damian's academic interests have been both diverse and 
practical (the mind and money). While primarily pursuing 
his Hrs Psych degree, the many economic courses he has 
taken should aJso serve him well. Damian's exaJted position 
of 4 Sqn CSL, which he has handled very adeptly (lfyou don't 
believe me, just ask him). As well, his superior academic 
grades have left him third to no one and proved that one 
tenth of one percent really does make a difference. Damian, 
not quite sure if he has had enough of the academic life or 
not. applied for and was supported by the CF for Post Grad 
amI awaits word from severaJ universities. Don't worry 
Damian if you continue your education we'll still save your 
spot In Personnel Selection. Intellegere and best wishes in 
all of your future endeavours. 



RUSSELL. C.A. 
CFL 

LOG 
PSYCH 

Cath 'Cuddles' Priestman acquired a new reputation this 
year as 'the drill bitch.' She struck fear into the heart of the 
new recruits by laying down the law at Roads In no uncertain 
terms. Cath also explored new territory by becoming coach 
of the hockey team - no one said a coach had to ever had 
played the game, after alii She must be doing something 
right In the area of strategy. judging by the 'B' team's 2 1-0 
win at Spokane (those Americans just have no alcohol 
tolerance ... ). 

Strangely enough, communication between the CWTO 
and the CBO has been at its best this year - hard to imagine a 
romantic conversation about form-up times and such, but 
there you go. At least Cath wasn't Invited to the band bash -
that meant that she could carry out the breach. 

Fourth year found Cath getting more Into academics ('I 
fmally like economics'), producing an economic analysis 
paper that called for the closure of the military colleges, and 
generally becoming popular with the profs so that she could 
be sent out to propagandize the masses at RMC and CMR 
about our western paradise (,NO, of course, we don'tdo drUl 
every weekend ... just mil try). 

A series of well-concealed lJ Sqn relationships has proven 
that the CWTO Is not 'just one of the guys you can't shower 
with: as the redhead can no doubt verify, but Cath has to 
work a bit on her public Image. FrIday afternoon outings In a 
Fiero are all very fine, but wearing class dress and buying 
man-sized plantsjust Isn't the way togol 

Cath Is heading to Borden to continue logistics training in 
the air transport specialty - she promises to put all RRMC 
cadets and ex-cadets at the top of every service air priority 
list. 



SIMONS, JG 
CFL/SC 

ANAV 
HIST &: LIT 

... Long were the days of pain I have spent within its 
walls, and long were the nights of loneliness; and 
who can depart from the pain and lonliness without 
regret? 

It is not a thought I leave behind me, but a heart 
made sweet with hunger and thirst for the best 
friends reveal themselves slowly, in the shimmer and 
shadow of Iiving ... in the tears and laughter of shared 
experience. 

SETfER, M.R. 
CWPMC 

Summary of College Life: 

ANAV 
SCrENCE 

I. Loyalty to a petrified opinion never yet broke a chain or 
freed a human soul. 

2. Sometimes the most urgent and vital thing you can 
possibly do is take a complete rest. 

Story of my life: 

You will do foolish things, but do them with enthusiasm! 



ARTY 
ECO&PHIL 

Dan has made a name for himself over the last four years as an 
expert In economic theory - but needs a ghostwriter to explain what 
he's talking about. "M'sieur Z" ha<; been known to ('orrect Dr. 
Dunnell class, but should have bought "SO-cal Jimmy" a lifetime 
supply of red pens to replace those used up marklng his essays I At 
least he survived the "Trivial Pursuit" comment. 

Whether In class, or just arriving, or 'getting a drink of water" (for 
20 mlnutesl -Just long enough to print an essay .. . ), the "Quack-O" 
was devoted to ensuring that everyone else was attending classes 
as well. Dan needed to be a master al deciphering codes - whal 
exactly does 24 Q 84 TP mean? 

Dan added a new twist to his life by comin!=! oUl to play the 
cymbals for the band - he defmitely showed enthusiasm at the 
hockey party where he succeeded in bashing his chosen 
instrument -and turning It Inside out. 

So, where did you go for Christmas break. Dan? And with whom? 
Could It have been a certain III Sqn. second year? Too bad you 
couldn't have made more use of the bene!1tsoflhe ' Island of Lovel" 

It's not true that Dan is married to his computer, but does anyone 
else talk to his mother on a modem? (He even sends her his essays 
to be proofread - beats a kye package any day.) Dan doesn't want to 
overburden his hard drive, though, so he Is a regular patron of 
'cathy's Video Arcade. 

It's nttlng that a man who lives on Jolt and red licorice, sleeps with 
his eyes open, and has no concept of organization whatsoever 
should want to be - no, not artillery - a health care administrator. 
Ziygy' b still hoping to evade the c1utch~ of Gagetown - maybe his 
permanenlcase of mono will solve the problem for him, along with 
his V4 eyesight (do theywantthis man in a hospltal?l) 

THEAL, C.B. 
CWC 

MARS 
ECO & rOLSCI 

Royal Roads is not the end. It is notthe beginningofthe end. 
But Royal Roads is, perhaps, the end of the beginning. 



May I present a little memoir 
To keep our thoughts in tact; 
Smile and renect with me, 
Through the years as we look back. 

I hope this brings a smile 
So without further adieu; 
I now present our beloved buds, 
The Grads of '921 

Mr. Allan, whom we admire, 
who we see as proper and keen; 
if ANAV doesn' t suit you 
You'd be a super Mr. Clean. 

Mr. Ceballos with your culture 
A splc on the horizon' we see 
You're stature has enlightened us 
The best racker you will be. 

Mr. Conway with that accent 
You impress us oh so much 
Keep jumpin' from those airplanes 
And we wish you all the luck. 

And then there's Mr. Cooper 
Our piper talented well; 
Here's a toast with scotch , my friend 
May your future be just swell. 

Miss Dow you are respected 
Your dedication Is of gold; 
Intelligence will suit you 
And, 'Who says you're getting old?' 

And on his way to Gagetown, 
Mr. Heth a big leap you take; 
Remember that old saying 
'Half asleep Is half awake I' 

Mr. Hord, our special Albertan 
You have ruled us with desire 
Your rock 'em, sock 'em attitude 
Has len. a burning fire. 

And to keep us all in line 
With our etiquette and dress, 
Mr. Kettlewell, you've guided us properly 
With your drive and hyperness. 

CMR did give us 
A prize we've come to like 
Mr. Marshau with your sarcasm 
We've learned through your drive and might. 

A Doctors name he desires 
Mr. McMullen you'll have your way; 
The sound of pipes and drums will ring 
In our hearts they'll always stay. 

"Too Slow!' will ring in our ears for years 
As we pound our prized drill square; 
Mr. Noordhof we've come to like your style 
To disagree we would not dare. 

The law was laid down to us 
As Miss Priestman guided us through; 
When we look at 'Teddy Ruxpln' 
We' ll always think of youl 

And let us not forget, dear friends 
As we toast our beer in hand; 
Mr. Koester we' ll always remember you 
Our dear old 'Middle-Aged Man: 

Mr. Simons our 'drinking buddy' 
A prized and treasured bud; 
The college has enjoyed your time 
Much like the four mile pub! 

Mr. Bjornson, we do think you're keen 
We'U seek for your treasured advice; 
We'll be sure to follow your guldellnes 
If we must we' ll do BOTe twice. 

Mr. Miron your shadow will Unger 
As we hear the sounds of night; 
We ' ll remember your fine tradition 
Our Chief of power and might. 

And let's not forget the lady 
Who took care of our mess so strong; 
Miss Setter, we' ll second your motion 
Good times may they be long. 

Mr. Ankerson, we wish you well In life 
Your presence will be felt in our halls 
We've come to enjoy your sarcastic words 
As you talk circles around us all. 

Mr. Zegarac, our computer God 
Known as Ziggy by your friends; 
TIme management is your specialty 
We'U remember you In the end. 

And then there's the guy 
Who stands so big and tall; 
Mr. Burbee you 're In our memories 
And we don' t notice you're getting bald . 

And not to forget Miss Russell 
Known as Crusty throughout the wlng; 
Stay away from that old whipped cream 
And may the birds of your future sing. 

And Mr. Intimidation 
You' ll not lead our thoughts away 
You' ll always be Mr. Gray to us 
'Cause It's too hard to cau you James. 

And In our thoughts will always be 
respect and admiration too; 
Mr. Thea! you've surprised us aU 
Our cwe of '92. 

And let's not leave out the following buds 
An addition the college needs; 
I now present a teniilc gang 
Our thoughtful and preppy lJf"s. 

There 's always things we want 
And we have so many needs; 
Mr. Dalton has left us bellevlng 
'Never fear, here comes good ole Petel' 

And then there's Mr Mcinnis 
A lover of that strenuous PT; 
You're admired for your science skills 
And we' ll miss you when you leave. 

And our Newfle not forgotten 
Thus a scholar he wUl be; 
We' ll not forget this CSL 
4- Squadron's Mr. O'Keefe. 

And our superman Mr. Porter 
Who has experience above us all; 
Watch out for those sports injuries 
And on you may good times fau. 

You all will be remembered, 
When all Is said and done; 
May your futures be inviting, 
Full of love and luck and funl 

J/ e Tanya Barter 
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Top 10 Reasons To Be An Engineer 
10. Never learned how to read 

9. Never wanted a social life 
8. Grew tired of sirrple thoughts of life. tre universe. 

and everything. and wanted a challenge 
7. Always thought calculators would rrake great friends 
6. Think pocket protectors really are cool 
5. Never felt like sleeping anyway 
4. Think libraries are a great party-place 
3. Never liked going out of rr.y roorr at night 
2. Wanted to understand why. not just to know 

a sturid forrruia 

t;y ,x:-;< 'ViA) 

~ J -X'.;;r M-1 

Top 10 Reasons To Be An Artsy 
10. Want ed a social life 

9 . Want ed to hone video garre playing skills 
8 . Want ed t o rrake t he engineers envious 
7. Want ed to catch up on all t he t elivision that was 

rrissed at BOTe 
6. Desire t o have clean laundry 
5. Think poetry learned in english will actually 

irrpress people 
4. Too rrany buttons on a calculator 
3 . To learn big words in order to confuse people 
2. Not enough appendages to count past 20 
1. Wanted to get better acquainted wit h rry pillow 



Compliments of 

The Ex-Cadet Club 

Royal Milita ry College 
Royal Naval College o f Canada 
Royal Canaciian Naval College 

Club des Anciens 

1876 to DaLe 
19 11 to 1922 
1942 to 1946 

Royal Canadian aval-Royal Canadian Air Force 
Services College 1947 

Royal Roads Military College 
College Militaire Royal de Saint:J ean 

WARD MUSIC 
SALES 

RENTALS 
LEASE / PURCHASE 

REPAIRS 
SERVICE 

EXPERTISE 

The most extensive selecNon o f 
sheel music for the student. 

the professional and 
amateur musiCian and 

COMPlETE UNES OF INSTRUMENTS 
AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING 

- Band & Orchestral Instruments 
- Guitars - Amplifiers - Synthesizers 
- Violins - Portable Keyboards - Percussion 
- Keyboards - Electronic Equipment 
- Microphone - PA Systems - Harmonicas 

385-3413 
9 J J rort Street (at Quadta) 

MASTERCARD & VISA WELCOME 
WARD MUSIC LTD. 

QUALnY AND EXCElLENCE FOR OVER 75 YEARS 

1948 to Date 
1952 to Dale 

~ ----- - ===<F 

MUNRO'S 

BOOKS 
II C.,C:;c""rnmenf 1.. \ id"b C.C 

V WIY) 
PIIO~'E: 382-2464 
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SAILING 
The Sailing Team has enjoyed a long 
tradition or being a representative 
team at Royal Roads. This year 
provided its members with a 
number or trips and competitions 
that were immensely enjoyable and 
memorable. The team continues to 
place consistently high among the 
other university sailing teams In the 
North-West. The coach, LCdr 
Fleming. is always ready with a wise 
word or advice. and recently won the 
CISM competition with II Monteiro. 
Future plans Include a trip to Brest 
France; more local plans point 
t" ward rurnishlng the 
recently-acquired sailing Loft. 
Although the team Is losing a rew 
members to RMC next year. the 
remainder can ' t wait ror what will 
surely be an excitang new season! 



ROWING 
This year has been a build,ng year for the rowing team. 
We started off with a novice mens R+. a junior varsity 
mens 8 + and a womens sculling 4-. We also had a new 
coach. a new assistant coach and two new coxwains. It 
took a while for the newcomers to get a handle on the 
new boating terminology. but in no time. the novices 
were fitting in . We also received eight more rowing 
ergometers and were able to use .he new dock. This is 
the first time that we have had such a well balanced 
team . After Christmas we were hit by the usual 
academic attrition. the problems with rowing in the dark 
(short winter days) and a surprising number of injuries. 
However. despite these problems. the remaining team 
members have pulled together and overcome all of 
these dlrnculties. We also won several events: David 
and Gavin (pair) at Elk Lake and the 8+ at Shawnigan 
Head of the Lake. It is too early to list our other 
accomplishments because the spring regatta season has 
just started. In closing. I would like to say that there are 
many team members who have given a lot of 
themselves for the development of rowing at the colege. 
If it were not for the effort of these individuals. rowing 
would not be as strong a sp rt at Royal Roads as it is 
today. These people know who they are and I need not 
mention their names. but I would like to say BZ to those 
who have earned the respect of their peers through hard 
work and undying dedication. It is you who are the reAl 
winners when the applause has died and you have left 
the college. for those up and coming. remember that 
you have some big shoes to fill and that starts with 
accepting the responsibility handed down to you. Be 
true to yourself and others will follow. Good luck next 
year. 

fAVOURITE SAYINGS: 
- Kathryn. watch out for the swan! 
- Honest. ! didn ' t see the (swan . dock. bout. shore. 
boat) --
- James. watch out for t.,e shore! 
- Do up your oar lock or you will nip the boat. 
- We' re not dOing an erg workolJt today are we'? 
- We can stiU row in the fog! 
- Royal Roads rowers, return to the dock! 

BEST DUNKS: 
- Kathryn after Head of the Shawnigan 
- Chris fraser and his incredible crab 
- JV four (hint: don't take two oars off one side when you 
are on the water) 
- Novice pair (Gabert &: Janzen - always check your 
oarlocks!) 



The year of 1990-91 was a challenging 
year for the RRMC Soccer Team, to say the 
least. The team played in two leagues 
again this year, BCM and Division 5, yet 
are planning to move into Division 4 next 
year. BCM was as "fun " and successful as 
previous years. Th is year started off pretty 
slow but the team pulled together after 
Christmas holding off their opponents, 
being able to claim an undefeated second 
semester.The final stats aren' t available 
yet for Div. 5 but if the team completes the 
year as successfully as Randy predicts then 
RRMC Soccer will competing in Dlv. 4. 
Let's hopei The Team was fortunate 
enough to compete In a few tournaments 
this year and although they were not as 
successful as we would have liked they 
have left many vivid memories, to reflect 
on a few: Spuds first bank machine, and 
shooter; leaving Glen asleep on the Ferry; 
Scottie's egg salad sandwiches; Masket's 
sliding technique and night before 
pregame Ideology; Peterpan's indoor 
soccer goal and "Hats off to Ron In the 
Indoor tournament". To conclude with a 
few quotes from our coaches "We may not 
win, but we' ll be in the best shape" (The 
team would like to make special thanks to 
the MIR chits) , and of course our 
unforgettable and "irreplaceable manager" 
Maureen, "OK Homo's listen up t'm only 
going to say this once: Nice year, Good 
luck next year Roads! 



RUGBY Rugby Is the rurnan sport played by 
gentlemen: This phrase was certainly 
proved true by the team who took to the 
pitch this season. Facing its first hurdle, 
not having a coach, the team wandered 
aimlessly under the direction of Eric 
LoU and Scott Van Will . After a shaky 
start, the team came to its senses and 
began searching for a mentor who 
would mould the surplus of talent into 
one cohesive unit. Their guest ended 
when they came upon the Ayatolla of 
Ruck ' n' Rolla , the Thunder form Down 
Under, the Swell Scotsman... PIggy 
Williams. Our new leader awakened us 
Lo the true spirit of rugby ... loOking good 
on Lhe field and having a good drink up 
aRerwards. Highlights of the season 
include the Gobbler tournament, the 
Ex-Cadets game and winning a bottle of 
Pear Schnapps at the Port Alberni club 
house, We wish to extend our thanks to 
the plethora of people who made this 
season possible. Keep on ruckln ' ! 



Well, here I am at la Bossi 's Bar, 2-4-1 Thursday having a 12-4-6, you go Hmm, [anna (Cinnamon Bun) Fisher was really burning up 
when all of a sudden, la Cam Meister shafts me with this. Cam the track. Winning medals here and there, she was a great asset 
(Himy) Maclean , 9 yrs since he first started jogging, was able to untlJ something hampered her shaving technique. Yvonne (Shaft 
cough up a few medals for the team . An excellent runner. Very me) Pritchett shafted me with this. She's a great runner and TEAM 
dependable. Nice car. Andy (Chicken Hooper) Cooper was a CAPTAIN, but it's too bad she spends most of the time swimming. 
sure bet this year. Even though he's starting to look old, his We miss her. Monica (Cyborg) Frybort did well and drove hard. 
steady aim kept him right on track in front of the pack. Brendan Take her license away please. Marla (Where's the hot tub?) Do", 
(Raunchy Graunch) Cook was aaa mazing for a first year. He was was a real pleasure to have tweak the nose. Keep on truckin ' Marla. 
somewhere in the front between Cam and Coop. I couldn ' t see And who can ever forget Chris Carey, always giving J 10%. You 
him. Good drinking partner. Ryan (Super Dave) Palmer was could tell by the way he hacks up a lung. As for me, I'm loaded and 
doing really great and kicking my ass. Too bad he miscalculated the coach is going to have my butt. Bless his sou!. the only person 
on his triple spread eagle ski jump at Whistler. Fortunately the I know who could make a cardiac arrest seem like a chest cold. 
transplant was a success. On the female side of things that make Thanks a million!. I laughed, [ cried, I wiU do It again . Schlu 



A year of rebuilding would descrfbe this year's golf 
leams mind-set. From the beginning we knew the year 
would be fun . Despite not winning our leam morale was 
tops. From our home course to those we competed on, 
we showed our potential to those around us, 

Early In September, thirteen of us signed on the 
dotted line, devoted to the links. Only eight peopie 
could make the team, thus try-outs consisted of a nine 
hole tournament that took the best eight. As it turned 
out the teams play improved considerably. we took nve 
people to tournaments at Cowichan Bay, Kamloops, 
Abbotsford, and Nainaimo. Our road trips were most 
enjoyable because they provided a relaxing time away 
from the college. 

We placed nrth out of six teams, which is the best we 
ever placed , Hopefully we will continue to improve and 
break into the top nve next year. 

The team would Ilke to thank Scott Fraser, our Coach; 
Sgt Fuller, our military liaison; and Hal Simonson , our 
general manager for their tremendous help. Shortly the 
team will be back on the links after a winter break and 
after lots of summer play should be near or at the top of 
next years standings. 
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PERI STAFF 

(left to right) Sgt. Fuller, P02 Johnston, Sgt. Riglin, Sgt. Turcotte, 
MWO Plant, Capt. Fogalin, Capt. Jobin, Mr. Dufresne 







SPORTS PLAYED: 

I. ETH 

2. Soccer 

3. Flag Football 



Triathlon\Cycling Club 
The Triathalon/ Cycling Club spent the fall 

and winter preparing for the onslaught of 

competitions to come in the spring. The club 

has increased its competitive members this 

season. as well as drawing on other college 

teams for team multi-sport events. Highlights 

this season will include the now famous Comox 

Snow to Surf (the club placed 2nd last year) . 

B.C. Cup road races and Canada Cup events this 

summer. 

The Royal Roads Skydiving Club. better known as 
the 'Falling Roadents'. was just founded this year as a 
result of the hard work of a select few hard-core 
skydivers. The executive comprised S/J Macdonald. II 
Travis. II Wowk. and Mr. Saunders. 

The paperwork was done and the course dates were 
set. The willing victims would give up two hours of a 
Wednesday evening to learn all about parachuting. 
The following Saturday mornings. all sleep would be 
sacrificed in order to go jumping. Practice drills for 
what might happen under canopy were carried out by 
all. Yes. the red handle DOES mean that you will leave 
your chute behind. 

In spite of varying conditions at the drop zone. all 
people falling out of the aircraft landed safely where 
they were supposed to end up. give or take a few 
hundred feet In some cases. After their jumps a 
perma.grin was evident on almost everyone's face. 
signifying yet more satisfied customers. 

As for the executive. we embarked upon a slightly 
more exciting endeavour. We embarked upon a 
mission which consisted of exiting the aircraft at 
10.000 feel. fall for one mile in 40 seconds. or slightly 
farther depending on how crazy we fell. then enjoy the 
ride down under the canopy. 

Over-all . the First-Jump Courses for the Royal Roads 
Skydiving Club went extremely well. Best of luck to 
those who jumped and remember - P.B.1. - Pull Before 
Impactl 



The Royal Roads Fencing Club over the course of 
the year grew incredibly. 91 / 92 started with five or 
six members and expanded to upwards of twenty. 
This was made possible with the assistance of the 
Victoria Fencing Club who provided instructors for a 
ten week introductory course run in both semesters. 
Fencers moved on to perfect the techniques on the 
foul(light blace). or started with epee and sabre forms 
of fighting. 

The year saw the purchase of new equipment as 
well as the first fencing tournament since 1985. 
RRMC also held the B.C. Provincial Championships on 
campus the 28th of March. RRMC fencers travelled to 
the University of Victoria on Saturdays to fence with 
the civilians giving an exellent oportunity to mix it up 
with people of various skill levels. 

The year was a developmental stage and the team 
has emerged into an area where RRMC may well 
excell competetively in the future. Those who carry 
on to RMC in their third year will bring with them an 
ability that will get them off just about every parade 
and allow them to travel around the country on TD to 
Universities (and young University Students) 
everywhere. Here at home competition on the B.C. . 
Canadian. and North American circuits will be wide 
open in 92/93 and filled with excellent opportunities 
to practice. to learn. and to put ones opponents to the 
sword! 

We blade better at Roads. 

To say the absolute least. the Royal Roads Mountaineering 
Club has had a very interesting year. The club began this 
academic year with a trip to Goldstream Park for a little technical 
cllmbing practice. Later. in the second semester. the team put 
on some telemark skis and took to the slopes. To prepare for the 
major expedition planned for later that semester. team members 
sped off to Mt. Caine where OCdts Mouser. Johnston. campbell. 
Eyre and Stark learned basic telemark skills. while OCdts Conway 
and Hatch learned the fmer points of avalanche awareness (and 
avoidance). No sooner had they mastered the free heel terrors 
that "teh-Iees" are. the team took to Forbidden Plateau for two 
(maybe three) days of sunshine skiing. after three days of 
prolonged moisture absorbtion and numerous face-plants. the 
team called in tac hel support and was air-lifted to the comforts 
of the Wood Mountain Ski Lodge. All went off as planned and the 
team looks forward to an "adventurous" march break on the 
Garibaldi Glacier. Many thanks go out to Dr. Grundy our (saviour. 
er ... ) exuberant expedition leader. 

I.M. Montoya. OCDT 





Date: 20 September, 1991 
Place: RRMC Gymnasium 
event: WING CROSS COUNTRY 

'Twas a glorious l'rIday afternoon; 
the sun was shlnln' ad the peacocks 
were a hidin' - you know, one of 
those Kodak moments. But alasl 
There were more important things on 
your mInd; things llke TtIE WINO 
CROSS COUNTRYlIIJ As with all wing 
events (parades, sports, graunches, 
and breachfests (cough three 
squadron, hack. hack)), this year's 
Cross Country was a TReMENDOUS 
SUCCESS'" But seriously, thIs year's 
race even had hlghllghtsl No duffl 
ThIs year, If you may recall, we had 
not one, but four winners, 
representing all four years in the 
college. And, bel1eve It or not, 1991's 
fastest female comIng in at number 
43 was esc 1, J/C A1lingham(l?I) 
Finally, comIng In at not to shabby 
219th was Padre Fowler - proving that 
yes -indeedy, nice guys finish last! 



., 
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WATER POLO 
Over the past season Water Polo at RRMC has evolved from 
nothingness to a well rounded Water Polo machine. The Club 
started In September with practices twice weekJy at 0615 hrs. 
Despite the early hours the team members displayed the 
drive and discipline necessary to achieve their current status 
as Water Polo Gods. 
The team partidpated in a tournament playing teams from 
the University of Washingto, Oregon State University, 
University or Victoria and Simon Fraser University. 
Throughout the season, the team played against UVic 
achieving moderate success In these games. 
The RRMC Water Polo tearn plans to come on strong for the 
next season with the skill and experience gained over the 
past year. 

Co - Ed Volleyball 
Bump, set, spike! This years volleyball has changed a lot since 
last year. From rep team to dub, from maleonlytoco-ed. With 
a select group of devoted volleyball players, they overcame 
obstacles of limited practice space ( and mainly cancellations of 
those practice times!), and college budget cuts to become two 
very strong teams. The year started out a bit shaky at an outdoor 
30n 3tournamentat UVic-whlch was a lotoffun even if they did 
not place in the top echelons! But the teams have progressed 
and come together to make it all happen. Games against 
Pearson College proved that the Royal Roads co - ed volleyball 
club would be excellent competition [or the rest of the co - ed 
teams in the Victoria area. The team consists mainly of first years 
who have Incredlble talent. They have the height the power and 
the agility of the best. In future years with interest sparked in the 
college, the dub should become a consistent force in the Island 
co-ed volleyball sphere. 

The Judo Club 
The Royal Roads Judo club has. seen qui~e a. few 
highlights this semester, the mam one bemg Its 
acceptance as a member of Judo B.C. With few 
members to train, the club instructor, OCdt Mark 
Skanes, was able to greatly improve the fighting 
standards of the members. Performance 
highlights included Miss Dana Watts who was 
able to make it to the BC Winter Games, and 
OCdt Hatch who was able, after knocking out his 
front teeth twice, to place third and fourth in 
consecutive tournaments. Other members who 
represented the college in provincial tournaments 
included the club president Oedt G~non, OCdt 
Johnston, OCdt Umrysh, and OCdt DIOnne, who 
had to withdraw due to a knee injury. Hopefully 
the club will be able to achieve divine status 
next year as a representative team. Good luck 
to all competitors in upcoming tournaments. 



CURLING 
J <- Low, II Markusson, J/ C New, II Reid 

FLYING 
a dl~ riola, L<ly, Hisey, von Kruse, elby, I lahll, Crosby, 
rox, :)lark, Vanio, French, Hendricks, Wi lson, Rogerson, 
Gdgnon, Bal lantyne, Umrysh, Soroka, McKinnon, Murphy, 
Ashton, Doyle, Matteson, Wed man, Stushnorr 

BASKETBALL 
J/ C Sheehan, J/ C Tall. J/C Ford, J/ C Low, II Beaver 

J/ C Hutchinson, J/ C MacKenzie, S/J MacDonald 

KAYAK 
Mr. Oas, II Wellwood, J/ C Beat tie, J/C Popov 

II Travis, II I O'Donovan 
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STANDINGS 

3 Squacfron 
2 Squacfron 
1, Squacfron 



AEROBICS 
Cadets are (I to r): Miss Zuk 

J j C Pielz 
II Johnson 

Miss Traynor 

UNARME--· .. -, 
COMBAT 
From left to right: 
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L to R: OCDT Soroka 
II Lake 
Miss Woolford 
II Graham 
II Nelte 
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STANDINGS 

3 SquadTon 
2 Squadron 
1.. SqUtU:fron 
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a BOMB 
in Nixon 

Block ??!!?? 
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Okanogan 
Valley Wine Tour 
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THE COLWOOD 
CORNERS PUB 

CONGRATULATES 
THE C LA S S 0 F . 9 2 
COME DOWN AND 

MEET OUR 
FRIENDLY STAFF. 
GREAT MEALS AT 

GREAT DEALS 
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CONGRATULATIONS ROYAL ROADS 
GRADUATES 1992 

f xpel'ience th e bes t of West Coast Roodho use 
fal'e and be tl' ea ted as a fl'i end 
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CAITAIN'S LOG: STARDATE 1991-1992 
I, Capt Jean-Lars Bjornson, have gratefully taken 
command over the newly commissioned starship USS 
CartIer. A fmely tuned ship, she has set all new speed and 
distance records within the RRMC star system. The crew 
has redefined the limits and standards of friendship, 
teamwork and cohesion as they have displayed many 
times in inter-ship competitions. While working out the 
usual kinks in the beginning, as often is found necessary 
with a new working crew, my officers have produced some 
of the fmest young cadets that starfleet has ever seen, as 
can be seen by the many awards that this particular ship 
has received . The ancient Deconnik Award has been a 
regular recipient of many, the Academic and Sports Jock 
of the Week are always possessed, and the Bev and Sue 
award was never found to be lonely. On the last voyage 
through the Upper Circle galaxy, our ship encountered 
dangerous Klingon forces, daring to strip USS CartIer's 
prestigious Wisenor trophy away from her, but a quick 
volley of photon torpedoes quiCkly ended the conflict with 
the Klingons retreating with their tails between their legs. 
Other encounters included Romulan skirmishers 
threatening to destroy the integrity of the CartIer's hull In 
interstellar hockey. Several bursts of concentrated 
slapshots quickly resolved the solution. Regular rotation 
will see some junior officers depart for Startleet 
command, others for the RMC sector, while others have 
decided to stay upon USS Cartier to further their 
exploration of the Hatley system, no doubt they'll end up 
in ARC. Best of luck go to all. Remember ·Work hard -
Play harder.· 





llnder the wonderful direction of our night leader, Krustie 

Russell , the keen Fraser Rooks of this year have nourished into 

what has been expected of them from the very beginning and 

what most of the Fril<;er <;eniors are, serr Our friltle<;.<; leader 

and esC's (except of course, 5quearl) hilve led everyone in the 

night to the standards which milde us part of the 

squadron for: renuit term sports competition, swim 

Fra<;er leads I squadron for I.M .s having won 

volleyball and waterpolp . From ~he way things went this year, 

Fraser traditions stili live onl 

















It was a great year for the mighty LaSalle Anlmalsl 

Oraunchfesl. Breachfest, Blade Wars ... what more could 

one want?1 To those who are graduating or moving on to 

another nne higher learning Institute - we bid you a hearty 

farewell. To those who are staying. keep the tradition 

allvel Le.t the olher squadrons talk; we all know that the 

Guys and Oals In Green always have more fun, and we've 

got the Wliliment lrophy to prove III 

Hal Hal Hal Hal Hal H-.. . 1I1 (slam) 
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Roads Is closing 
RMC Is closing 
Everyone with more than 2 weeks vacation will be doing OJT 
Dr. Fertile is going to get fired 
Mr. Noordhof is getting breached 

" At RMC you get your commission after third year and do your fourth year as 
a 2Lt. 

First year is being extended to include the first 2 weeks of second year 
''- Miss Saunders Is VWing 

Mr. Oas got the DCWC position because he looks like Mr. Allan 
- T-II Wood supped Thermochem 

*' " The Man Haters Club go see strippers every Wed 
2nd years will get 6's for leave dress 
I st years keep 4's for leave dress all year 
Duty hours don't end until 19hOO 
It Is mandatory to have a ball date 
Military Training is cancelled 
Every member of the Man Haters Club has a tattoo (where??) 
Mr. McMullen and Miss Priestman are engaged 
II Versteeg Is engaged 

- There will be 4 squadrons next year 
- There will be .3 flights / squadron next year 

There will be no second or third year barmen next year 
S/J's will have first year standards 
RRMC sail boat was paid for from college fund and cost $54,000 
BOTe II will be every weekend and every Wed night 
Another member of three sqd is getting breached 
Chin ups are coming back on the PT test 

- There will be a women's field hockey team this year 
There will be a rep water polo team 
II Gunn Is doing OJT at ARC this summer 
II Messerschmidt is a vampire 
At RMC the first years get second year privileges after rook term 

- You can wear your hair down in 6's because they are not a real unIform 
,- Millward wing Is built on an earthquake fault 
,- J/C Markus Is really a ur 
"- Corrections are cancelled 

ABP was a success 
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The BOATSHED BOYS 
LS Tooth. PI Beauchamp. MS Matthews. 
Mr. Smith. LS Elliotte. 1'2 Erskine. 
!'IS Rushton. LS Pelletier 

COLLEGE ORDERLY ROOM 
Sgt Green. Capt Leboeuf. Maj Bryan. 
MWO Cudahy. Mr. Tourigny. 
LS Vandenberg. Miss Dobish. 
MCpl Filion. Mrs. Jensen 

-----------------------------------------------------~~ 





CASTLE FOLK 
Sgt Doyle. Pte Chaisson. 

Lt(N) Palle. Mrs Denny. 

Pte foresythe. Mrs. Vella. 

AB Greer. Mr. Hansen. 

PO Kilby. Mrs. Schiller. 

Cpl Curry. PO Ward. 

PO BOyd. Mrs/ Lewis. 

MCpl Mowat 

AUDIO-VISUAL M. Alton, C. Barrett, D. Oxner 



PSAC Strike? Just get Scotty to do it! 

A Little R & R Hairshoppe 
(604) 478-4559 

CongraluLations to all Grads of 1992! 
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PATRONS 

The Log Staff would like to lhank tile following people for lheir kind donations: 

Alan Bischoff 
Ross & Marilyn Mouser 
Peter Leppard 
R.P. Hord 
Robert H. Gray 
James McQuinn 
Sharon Scrimshaw 
Gunther Schiele 
Frank markus 
Lynn Zazalak 
John & Jacquie Macinnes 
Gail A. Fraser 
Murray Spott 
Heather & Bob Jones 
H. D. Broomfield 
Ian & Elaine Holland 
Donald J. goodman 
Maj (ret'd) & Mrs R.W. Malcolm 
O . Boyko 
John & Larraine McCarthy 
L. Carbol 
Jim & Rita Kettlewell 
D.W. Hill 
Otto G. Salava 
Ann & Roger Day 

John & Laura Traynor : 

"Hi Dooner! - Three down one 
to go! Siainte' " 

Congratulations from 
Mom. Dad. Alan. George & Beth . 

"Andy: the young musician preparing 
for Royal Roads'" 

D.H. Hardy 
Roger T. Argument 
Pat & Gary Stafford 
Aubrey & Carol Beaver 
James Boccinfuso 
Richard Michaud 
Alexander Rose 
Albert Versteeg 
Tirath P.S. Sandhu 
Wayne Mabee 
J. McDowell 
Grant & Corrie Spearman 
Shirley & John Bennett 
Colin & Dianne Markusson 
Pat & Jack Warren 
John & Leone Klatt 
Hendrik Noordhof 
Don, Thelma & George Alexander 
Alan P. Bedard Maj (ret'd) 
Dr. Richard L. Coles 
Gordon Proctor 
Maj & Mrs D.R. Saunders 
B. Tyldesley 
Don & Elizabeth Ankerson 

1fJett Z>!Uee ~I 
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ILITARY 
LIFE 
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Vj<{,>~ WOOLLEY 

MWO Woolley was born In New Waterford, Cape 
Breton In 1939 and enroled in the Canadian Army 
in October 1957. After completing his basic 
training at the Queen's Own Regimental Depot he 
began his military career in calgary as a rifleman 
with the First Battalion Queen's Own Rifles of 
Canada. 

MWO Woolley served with the 1st Bn Queen's Own 
Rifles until August 1966. His time in the battalion 
included postlngs to Fort Macleod, Deilinghofen, 
West Germany (1960-63), Work Point Barracks, 
Victoria, B.C. (1963-66), and his first UN tour in 
Cyprus (1965) . MWO Woolley took his release 
from the Army in the rank of Full Corporal in 
August 1966 to try his hand at being a calgary City 
Policeman. This quest for adventure was short 
lived and he returned to military service with the 
2nd Battalion Queen's Own Rifles in calgary in 
February 1967. While in the 2nd Bn he completed 
a second UN tour in Cyprus from March to October 
1967. 

In August 1968 force reduction in the military saw 
the disbanding of several Regular Force lnfantry 
Regiments which included the Queen's Own Rifles 
of Canada. MWO Woolley rebadged to the First 
Battalion Princess Patricia Canadian Light Infantry 
and continued to serve the bn In calgary until 
August 1972. While completing his third UN tour 
in Cyprus from April to October 197 I , MWO 
Woolley was promoted to the rank of sergeant. 

MWO Woolley's next posting took him back to 
Germany where he served as a Section 
Commander and the Signais Platoon Sergeant with 
Three Mechanized Commando in Baden-SoUlngen. 

Upon his return to Canada in July 1976 he was 
promoted to the rank of Warrant Officer and 
assumed his new position as the Platoon Warrant 
Officer of I platoon A company at CFRS 
Cornwallls, Nova Scotia. In August 1979 MWO 
Woolley returned to Victoria and served in the 3rd 
Battalion PPCLI in a variety of positions including 
Signals Platoon Warrant Officer. Company 
Quartermaster (CQMS) and Company 
Sergeant-M<\ior (CSM) of Administration Company, 
and PMC of the Warrant Officer's and Sergeant's 
Mess. In July 1985 MWO Woolley was promoted to 
his present rank. 

In July 1987 MWO Woolley left the 3rd Bn PPCLI to 
serve In MUitia District Headquarters in Vancouver 
in the capacity of Standards Warrant Officer and 
Acting Regimental Sergeant M<\ior (RSM). In July 
1989 MWO Woolley took his present post as Drill 
Sergeant M<\ior (DSM) at RRMC. 

MWO Woolley's active military career has spanned . 
35 years. It can be said the one unique quality that 
MWO Woolley possesses Is his impressive use of 
military acronyms such as WFC, LOCFI and IDOM 
which are usually accompanied with his favourite 
saying 'YOU $#%7* KNOBSI' MWO Woolley will 
best be known for his witty sense of humour, hls 
helpful nature and his forthright concern for the 
welfare of his soldiers. 

MWO Woolley married the former Angeline zentner 
in September 1959. Their only son, Mlcheal, is 
now serving as the Regimental Signal Officer In the 
3rd Bn PPCLI. MWO Woolley and his wife will 
continue to reside In Victoria where they will enjoy 
their retirement. 
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SQUADRON 
COMMANDERS 

1 Sqd Lt(N) Fedderly 

2 Sqd Capt Billings 

3 Sqd Capt Martin 

4 Sqd 
Capt Dube (lst term) 
Maj March (2nd term) 

Captain King 

2 Sqd Comd 1st term 
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DRILL STAFF 
sgt Dufresne 
POl Vickery 
P02 Gagnard 
MWO Woolley 



Our Padre 
Major 

Fowler 
Chap (P) 



Recruit Term 
Recruit Term, it is gone 
forever, only when we 
wake up screaming in our 
sweat soaked sheets do 
we think it has returned . 
But let's be honest; 
looking back, it was an 
experience full of learning 
and teamwork, something 
very similar to giving birth 
to an elephant. From the 
day we "flew" across the 
upper circle like we were 
going to be given food, to 
the time we staggered 
across the finish line of 
the obstacle course, we 
were constantly reminded 
of the fact that no matter 
howell we accomplished 
a task, we were still only 
'rooks: The main lesson 
to be learned in recruit 
term was, undoubtebly, 
that in the hierarchy of 
college students, "rooks" 
was somewhere just 
floating on top of the 
lagoon. 



RECRUIT TERM 1991 

















Terrible Twos 





I IR! GASHED & TRASHED! 









~ .......... -. 
Norquoy / O'Gormon 



ROADS END 
The HeM's of 

ROYAL ROADS 
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Way to Drive it!! 
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AIlU~OIU~I~ nAY 
Friday, September 13th, 1991 : AIRFORCE DAY 

The cadet wing formed up on the upper circle, in front of 

Grant Block, in the early hours of Friday morning. The day 

began with a parade, under the review of Lt. Colonel Parker 

and some impromptu picketers. Junior Cadets of the Airforce 

persuasion were given permission to deek hideously In Flight 

Halls , the Upper Circle and any other place they normally get 

bagged . Assorted films were shown on the OD dUring the 

day for any fan of flying to enjoy. The TGIF on Friday night 

saw many "aces" of all kinds and ranks turn out. Movies 

were shown, people danced, crud addicts played, and 

everyone else just talked about "when they were in 

airplane .. .". The Air Command flag flew proudly at 

Roads this day. 



hI 

llll)IY l)llY 
Army Day began much like any other Service 

Day, row upon row of roadents shivered violently 

in the cold of the early morning before inspection. 

The cadet wing had the honour of having two 

officers, Capt Dube and Capt Billings, inspect the 

ranks, with Seargent-Major Wooley accompanying, 

of course. Later in the day, the cadets were able to 

view some of the weapons and equipment of the 

3rd Battalion PPCLI , as well as catch ride on the 

Grizzly present. After the demonstrations by the 

"real " troopies, the cadets retired to the Gunroom 

and partook in several time-honored "traditions" 

passed down by Army officers present. 

.. - .. 

. ---..:. 



I)JiY 
To the shrill sound of the Bosun's pipes, Royal Roads 

Naval College awoke to the sights and sounds of 

another Navy Day. Honouring Royal Roads Naval 

tradtion . an honour gaurd was formed with cadets 

wearing historical Naval uniforms. The afternoon 

was marked with some videos on hte Quaterdeck 

demonstrating the Canadian Navy's proud history 

and bright future. To cap off the day, the cadets were 

treated to a Navy TRIf giving everyone a real "taste" of 

what it is to be a proud Naval officer. So remember 

land lubbers. this was and still is Royal Roads Naval 

College. Go Navy! 
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I Sl' l'I~ll)1 

CWC Theal 
DCWC Allan 
CWA Dow 
CWTO Prlestman 
CWAO Zegarac 
CWSO Cooper 
DCWSO Wright 
DCWA Marshall 
CWPMC Setter 
CWVPMC Kettlew e ll 
CBO M c Mullen 
BRO Saunders. K 
Log Ed Torrington - Smith 
Log Adv 0 Saunders . 
CWPIO McQuinn 

1 Squadron 

CSL Burbee 
DCSL Miron 
CSTO Ceballos 
CSSO Schllewlnsky 

Carller 

CFL Bjornson 
SCSC Schiele 
CSC Hatch 
CSC Johnson 
CFP Maskell 

fraser 

CfL Russel 
SCSC Brodie 
CSC Jared 
CSC Van Will 
erp Zimmer 

2 Squadron 

CSL Ankerson 
DCSL Zuk 
CSTO Noordhof 
esso Munroe 

Champlain 

CFL Hord 
SCSC Tethong 
CSC Gagnon 
CSC Lott 
CFP Neild 

MacK.enzle 

CFL Heth 
SCSC Faganello 
CSC Gray 
esc Von Kruse 
CFP Pritchett 

.3 Squadron 

CSL Conway 
DCSL Gray 
CSTO Mouser 
CSSO MacLean 

Hudson 

crL Koester 
SCSC Leppard 
CSC O'Donovan 
CSC MacKenzie 
CFP Oke 

Lasalle 

CFL Simons 
SCSC Oas 
esc Ducharme 
CSC Woolford 
CFP Vass 
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2NI) l'I~ll)1 

CWC Theal 
DCWC Allan 
CWA Dow 
CWTO Prlestman 
CWAO Zegarac 
CWSO Coo pe r 
DCWSO Munroe 
DCWA Marshall 
CWPMC Setter 
CWVPMC Kettlewell 
CBO McMullen 
BRO Saunders 
CPM Ducharme 
Log Ed Torrington - Smith 
Log Adv 0 Saunders . 
CWPIO McQuinn 

1 Squadron 

CSL lIurbee 
DCSL Miron 
CSTO Johnston 
CSSO Bell 

Cartier 

CFL Bjornson 
SCSC Bates 
CSC Hatch 
CSC ferguson 
crp Maskell 

Fraser 

CFL Russel 
SCSC Jared 
CSC Broomfield 
CSC Kalhous 
err Zimmer 

2 Squadron 

CSL Ankerson 
DCSL Zuk 
CSTO Noordhof 
CSSO Michaud 

Champlain 

CFL Hord 
SCSC Tethong 
CSC Fockner 
CSC Bergsma 
CFP Neild 

MacKenzie 

CFL Heth 
SCSC Traynor 
CSC Gray 
CSC Altmeyer 
CFP Pritchett 

3 Squadron 

CSL Conway 
DCSL McKenzie 
CSTO Mouser 
esso Steeves 

H udso" 

crt., Koester 
SCSC Leppard 
CSC Perry 
CSC Sirois 
C F POke 

Lasalle 

CFL Gray 
SCSC Oas 
CSC Ducel 
CSC Woolford 
CFP Vass 

D 

CWC 
DCWC 
CWA 
CWTO 
CWAO 
CWSO 
DCWSO 
DCWA 
CWPMC 
CWVPMC 
CBO 
lIRO 
CPM 
Log Ed 
Log Adv 0 
CWPIO 

1 Squadron 

Theal 
Allan 
Dow 
Prlestman 
Zegarac 
Cooper 

M un roe 
Marshall 
Setter 
Kettlewell 

McMullen 
Saunders 

Ducharme 
Torrington-Smith 
Saunders. 0 
McQuinn 

CSL lIurbee 
DCSL Miron 
CSTO Ceballos 
CSSO Bell 

Cartier 

CFL Bjornson 
SCSC Bates 
CSC Hatch 
CSC Johnston 
crp Maskell 

fraser 

CFL Russel 
SCSC Jared 
CSC Broomfield 
CSC Vanwlll 
CFP Zimmer 

2 Squadron 

CSL Ankerson 
DCSL Zuk 
CSTO Noordhof 
CSSO Michaud 

Champlain 

CFL Hord 
SCSC Tethong 
CSC fockner 
CSC Lott 
CFP Neild 

MacKenzie 

CFL Heth 
SCSC Trayno r 
CSC Gray 
CSC Altmeyer 
crp Pritchett 

J Squadron 

CSL Conway 
DCSL McKenzie 
CSTO Mouser 
CSSO Maclean 

Hudson 

CFL Koester 
SCSC Leppard 
esc Steeves 
CSC Sirois 
C F POke 

Lasalle 

CFL Simons 
SCSC Oas 
CSC Ducet 
CSC Woolford 
CFP Vass 

JR ENSIGN Bergsma 
SR ENSIGN Gray 
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Front: M. McPhee (CSC). D. Mcintyre (CSSO), R. Thompson (DCSL), D. O'Keefe (CSL). J. 
Mcinnis (CSTO), P. Dalton (CSC) , C. Edley (CSC). R. Porter (Cadre). Middle: B. Redekop. J . 
LeBlanc, J. Wheaton, G. Marquis, G. Wall. C. Brewster, F. Kitching, M. Clarke. J. Simons, J. 
Ryan, K. Soroka Back: K Vandeburgt, R. Turgeon , D. Clifford, C. Hourie, M. Skanes, D. 
McGean, L. Cosby, P. Gould, L. Dickie, S. Dawson. 
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When someone special comes ill visit, they CONGRA"ULA"IONS 
deserve ill stay at Vicillrias fillest hotel M • .M • 

~T From 

E 

&pacious suites overlooking the inner Harbour. 
fully equipped kitchens and free under8round 

parking. Within easy walking distance of all 
downtown shops and attractions. 

Tel: (ED4) 386-'l2U 
Toll fr= 1~').747'2 
(f'Jc. Alta (SJ U.~ only) 

1234 Whruf" ~l 
Victoria B.C. V8W 3t19 

DIANA & RON de POL 

734 Fort Street Bus. (6U4) 361-4447 
VICtOfl3. B.C. V8W I H2 Res. (604) 479-6807 

-
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RANGER OIL 

LIMITED 
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ROOK ROOM . . . SENIOR ROOM 
I can't see the difference, 

can you see the difference? 
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ADAl'lTIIWAITC Greg rraser MAK~ 
Thwaiter joinE;d Fraser halls as the official Recr~it Term FDe. He S?on moved on to becoming 
r<?Ommates Wlth Bob Lurt (Lots of kye, eh thwaJter! ). Greq had qUite a ear playinq hockey with 
hiS esc team manager. Greg found that his CSC liked m en with hair, so he moved on (right 
cu~dles! ) Greg rem embers being chauffeured in the trunk of the CWTO's car. During SLT, he 
claimed sweet revenge on the "Italian Stallion ' by stealing his babe! (He shoots, he scores!) His 
quest ~or a red mustang ended with the Brown Rice Burner. Probability and Stats. need we say 
more; In the words of Dr Wilmut "Gotcha, eh Adamweight! " Greg's future rests in the 
weiqhtroom where he's trainin9 to ge a pou!lcerjn a bar. Ye;y, . a SALAD BARI 
C ~ ~ ~ C ~ eeL ~ L L ~ C eeL ~ ~ c c ~ 

2 2 ~ 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222 
, ~ , ? 2 ' , ~ , ~ , ? ~ , , ~.~. _ "J ~ , ? ~ , , 
JCx.A,~DCJt John r:.La~ile "AL~ C.' r.. c_ ::. - I. . c. C. c 

2 The noor begins to shake, the halls rumble and the earth quakes. Cries and gasps are heard in 
,. the distance, as the poundinq of monsterous footsteps becomes ever louder, ever approachinq 
2 Rooks com e running through the hall in full night like a herd of frightened sheep. Slowly a huge 
.") shadow fills the hallway, encompassing all light in one huge figure. The faint outline of arms and 
c:.. legs can soon be seen approaching nearer. Then, he displays himself in full form in the faint 
'"' light of recognition. John Alexander has returned from his work-out! Remember Johnny, there 
r~ can be only one! Party on, and s.m.d! 
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ARG UMENT, Peter Champlain MARE 2 2 
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Peter Argument will always be known to his friends as "Peter" Argument. Behind his cover as a 
stupid limey gil, Pete is actually an American agent, hailing from the evil environs of snowy 
Duluth, Minnesota. Pete's staggering intellect can be easily explained by the fact that he is 
distantly related to the infamous Vince Honeysett, who, under the pseudonym Napoleon, once 
stood on the threshold of world power. He is not a loony. Apart from his academic powers, Pete 
will be remembered at Roads for many of his legendary accomplishments; his ' insubordinate" 
hair, his swashbuckling skills, and his total love for the MiI-Col system: "I hate it here. I want to 
go homer But until such time as Lord Admiral Argument assumes command of the allied 
navies of the world. Pete will always be a struooJing artsman, trapped in the body of a bloody idlt 

'"'j ? ? 'J engineer. Tally·ho Git! 
c..-..~c.. 4iIIrI t_ ....... c..-.I.....~~_ 
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ATKINSON, Janis Champlain MARS 

2 If one was to ask Janis where she was from, "Thunder Bay" would be the reply. Let's c lear up 
this fallacy shall we? Janis cam e from the town of Nipiqon. This m eans that when she hit 

2 Chilliwack Janis was astounded by new sights and sounds. At first they were simple things, like 
street lights, then more complex ideas like ... Chris! Tell us Janis, what can ice cubes be used 2 for? I'll always rem ember our double dates with the fighting duo, and our tequila binges. Then 
came RRMC and you gained a new friendship with your roommate. How can one ever forget our 2 thanksgiving hotel stay and the unusual bathroom activity in the middle of the night. Even still 
Janis and her roomie had fun till Christmas when Janis suddenly left us for the arms of her 2 boyfriend .. here CSC??!! Well, not for long, he soon became a civie and yes, Janis decided to 
follow his path in second year. We miss you and good luckl (and I envy your civi-ness!) 
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2 ~ 2 2 'J ? 'J ? ? ? ? ? ? 2 'J ? 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ~ ;::: AUSTIN, Clint Hudson ARTY ,- 1..._ c' 2 2 A young boy was running down Future Street and discovered a road he had never seen before. 
The road 's d estination was unclear as it was hidden in the darkness. However, an old man 
appeared from it walking his dog and the boy asked him "Sir, what road is this and how far to th 
end?" The old man replied , "Son, this is the Royal Road and it is 28 years long. That is about 4 
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BEAVER. Clayton Lasalle ARIT 

Clayton Castor Beaver. What can one say about someone who has not the slightest ounce of 
negativity in his bones? Well, even though he has an equal defecit of drive in his Scotian body. ? there is much good to be said about this Maritimer. He Is the master of max-relax, the melster of 

.. a good brew. and one hell of a good DF'er. Who else but a Maritimer would think of playing a 
'"J round of golf at :5 a.m., and then somewhat accidentalIY-<Jn·purpose place the greens' pins 
C. someplace other than on the golf course? (You' re supposed to leave 'em on the green, not take 
~) 'em with ya, Thicknessl...Okay. so It was my Idea, but you agreedl). I would like to extend my 
'- personal gratitude for your inexplicable ability to get me to say 'Okay to some of the biggest 

DF'lng sessions in Roadent historyl Have a good one (li fe) Beavel You. me, and Pam will meet 2 up In Sherbrooke some day I 'Oh I wish I was in Sherbrooke ... Hicupl. . .' __ 
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BEDARD, Jeannette Lasalle ~IARC 

Jeannette has very weird tastes. She loves Judo, yet can't stand Johnny Depp or Bill Murray, 
has a Bonzal tree in her room and can't stand watching old "Star Trek" episodes without 
accompanying rules . Well, Jenn, I guess we were destined to be roommates. I can still 
remember our good times at Fogg n ' Suds, the Rover, and other reputable establishments. And 
what about those togas at Halloween? (" It's getting a bit chilly in here ... :) . Jenn has a burning 
ambition to be" Sarah Conner. and perhaps hook up with Ahhnold along the way (if she's not 
too busy playing that drum, or swinging that mace of hers!). Jenn hopes to become a MARS 
officer, and why not? I think she kind of likes sardines and their living conditions! Well. it's 
really been fun. Good luck in finding that brainlessjock ... oh, and by the way, is that a 
rhododendron? 
C C C C C C C C C C C C C eeL C C eeL 

BLOCM, Bonnie Cartier PLT 
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Bonnie Biocka, born and bread in the bustlin ' boonies of backwoods Saskatchewan was 
brought to the base's back door from the bargain basement of K-mart. BeWnnlng In bilingualism 
basics, Bonnie and her big bouncing b ... oops! STRUCK it big with a certain babyface bachelor 
barman . Breezy nights brought Bonnie big bucks to reimburse her budget because. breaking 
rules, she bought a bouncing baby boy-cat into the block. Bonne chance Bonnie! 
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BOCClNFU50. Chris Fraser ARMD 
Chris 'The Wop' Boccinfuso came to Roads from 5t. Catherines. Ont. He quickly impressed Miss 
Prieslman with his ability to get drunk and run around the wing naked. The Christmas ball gave 
him the first jewel in the triple crown (hint: no supps. no breaches). Regular journeys to 

2 2 222 
2 c :-1 2 

CoqulUam frequently found him drinking with Dave's mom. It was also where Wop began what 
was to be one of the darker periods in his life. Julia often left Bocc spent. and quivering with 
confusion as to women and their ways. However. he always went back for more. This was 
probably due to the fact that Victoria women often mistake him for a professor at Roads. not a 
student. As coffee.() he was frequently awake nights and asleep days. Second to his love of 
coffee was his love of PERI·s. for whom he sacrificed more than a year on spaz PT. Bocc's literary 
vices indude F1nandaJ Post. Chatelaine and DanieUe Steele novels. Bocc's financial ambitions have 
lead him to stay at Roads in Economics. Despite his ambitions he more likely will end up as a 
coffee plantation manager (and Brandy smuggler) in Costa Rica. 
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2 2 BOYKO Olana Lasalle LOG 2 
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viana, a brave soul, left Edmonton and struck out for Be - and found the lifestyle of a Roadent 
instead. No Ufe? You ' ll like it! LitUe did she know what lurked in the shadows of the social void ;) 
known as Wally World. The famous phrases of recruit term: "Ah ... no ... no ... this does NOT gO" 
and ' this is not on. The puzzled Edmontonian wondered all year what DiD go and what WAS on! ;=l ;:l 
Remember those endless shafts, the gossip sessions, puzzlefest, essayfest, proofreading essays ~ ~ 
(Brian's parents send their thanks!) . reporting for high morale at 2:00AM and the year end drive 
for "uno-bars"?!? What a year, and she's decided to stay for another two! (my attempts to dr1ve 
her insane appear futile) But just think of all the "TOP 10" list we can conjure up, Zoomie: and 2 2 maybe you'll get that breach after all! Don' t worry, it'll be worth it! 
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CARBOL Roger Champlain MARS 2 
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"The Decorator" came from the windy metropolis of Calgary with the rtrm belief that he could 
fake his way through recruit term after killing his roommate. His buds took an instant liking to 
him as he promptly decorated the entire wing with his picture. Mr Xerox never once spent 
money to cut girls out of fashion magazines. Instead he put his talents to work by photocopying 
<'III of them as well as numerous parts of his anatomy. With the money he s<'lved, he has been 
able to sponsor an expensive dr1nklng habit and has been known to redecorate a yacht dub In 
his day. but who wouldn ' t after Mexican food and Rum Punch. He will be remembered most lor 
his ability to match his laundry bag wiUl any of his oullils, and his uncanny knack of enteling 
people's rooms at 0800. He hopes to make it big after his four year stay at Roads. including 
some time at Club Ed for the computer thinq, by being a Guru of his own Thr1I1-KIII cult. 
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After a year of living it up at University of Waterloo, he forfeited the easy civi life for the 'l 
'adventure" of Mil Col. Things started well with a sword position at BOTe and it all went downhill C 
from there on! First It was roommates, then a "token" kitmuster, then a late night meeting with -j 

Mr. Mazur for all of Fraser to hear! What was that about Vietnam, Mr. Mazur. I yr then came to a .
Oying clO~ with 4 sup ~xams! How ~uld hIe d? it, with more sparfes than tfhe artsies? Well, SLT ~_' 
wenl ok With the occasional late morning S eepm, meeting his girl riend (wi e) Sarah. Another _ 
love of his life is diving. It is surprising he didn 't come home bent like a pretzel after his "max :;l 

2 t:: pressure group 180' dives with Wowk. Ii yr came on hot and heavy, but Chr1stmas exams 
passed not too badly and the bright light of a nice short MARS phase loom in his future. Adam is -) 

2 2 a devout Roadent, and will be staying to attempt Com Sci/ Oceanography. -
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CLARI~, Al ~lac"enzie CCLC , 
Al Clark, who enroled in Mil Colon a whim (it seemed like the thing,to do at the time), ~as ~~dly • 
mistaken. He continues his wretched existence here, appa~ently ~Ithout eV~!1 the .baslc ability ... 
to match his c lothes (hey - for five bucks, it goes with anythll1g). HIS only a~lhty qUickly became. 
apparent _ his familiarity with computers ~ot .mor~ than one person a pass III the c,?urse. He 
speaks frequently of the Volkswagen, which Il1funates people almost as. much as hiS y.o-yo, and .• 
extremely lengthy, technical explanations. He was accept~d by most. sll1ce he came In handy atr 
times, but it could of been worse - remember, he has a tWill . 
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CLAKI~ , Wayne Iludson INr • 
To attempt to summarize the intricate workings of a mind so incredibly complex as Wayne ... 
Clark's would be futile ... so why bother? " 
i • 1 , , , , , , , I 
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CLARKE, Mike lJrPM AERE 
The first time I met Mike at RRMe. he gave me the impression that he was coming from another 
planet. Why, You may ask? Because he told me that he had asked to come here to Royal Roads 
and he was planning to stay here for four years to complete a science degree. However two years 
are gonc and Mike has changed his mind. To achieve his " wildest dream', to become a space 
telecommunication genius(probably to get in touch with its people), he realized that he needed an 
engineering degree and had to go to RMe. Also if you haven' t noticed, Mike is not as cool as he 
used to be. Three exam periods have taken a toll on his look. He has developed nervous twitches, 
stomach ulcers(this is his paranoia) and this little annoying nervous laugh. Better watch yourself 
Mike, if the trend keeps up you might turn out to be a nut case after 8 exam periods. Don't worry 
Mike you'll be an engineer! Best of luck and see you In Kingston. 
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!COSBY, Lloyd lJrPNnl MARC 

Since being promoted up to the heights of NCdt (that's one above OCdt) Lloyd has found out 
that he is actually ~ood at somethin~. He has found a knack for pulling and stroking (oars. that 

.... is). It is hardly surprising that Lloyd became Capt of the rowing team, after all. he loves r underwater sports. Lloyd's ambition in life is to become a sub-atomic particle and explore the 
fascinating phenomena of time dilation. Failing that, he will just finish his degree in engineering 
physics at RMC and become another engineering orficer. maybe even one with a shore job 

... ,building submarines or something ... who knows? Speaking of submarines, rumor has it that 
rLlOyd 's latest covert operation involves building a -u- -r- - C-. Uoyd, may you reach far beyond 

the lofty goals you set for yourself. 
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tAY, Tim Hudson infantry 
At the age of one, Tim forced his family to emigrate to Canada by convincing his parents that 
England simply wouldn ' t have enough beer. Then, after spending the ftrst 17 years of his Life in 
an alcoholic haze, Tim was recruited by the CF for his personality, good looks, athletic ability 
and academic prowness. Tim also loved to augment his natural good looks by pushing fashion 
to the limit with his personal wardrobe from Value Village Designers. Tim soon became known 
for his clothes: cheap, tasteless, loud, or simply visually offensive. Tim's Athletic ability was an 

r 
1 t 

asset on the rugby pitch as he proved to be the best hooker the Royal Roads team had seen in 
~ years. Tim is enrolled in a Psych degree and is enjoying school immensely. But, he will not be 

too sad to see the academic year finish , since he gets to go and spend a glorious summer in the 
sun at CFB Gagetown for some infantry training. 1'.5. Daisy, stay out of the Seattle dumpsters. 
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DEBODA, Alfred Cartier INF . . 
I first m et Alfred Gustav Nicholas DeBoda at BOTC but I really didn' t get to know hun until Lars put us 
t ether as roommates for a reason. Two corresponding events subsequently followed: .room 205. 
b~came the keenest in Cartier night and Alfred learned. to burns.hine. ~ ~as a no BS attitude and IS 
always willing to say what he thinks (leading to alleged Il1subordll1a.tion Il1Cldents of first ~ear) . He can 
often be found at the "centre of multiculturalism ". Club CaL or assistlng with hip hop radiO 
ramming at the UVlC radio station. Alfred once showed his distaste for anything that nies by 

p u~melling a Voodoo with his forehead . Alfred 's degree is economics. and political scle~ce. but he 
~ever lets his studies get in the way of kit preparation. His future plans Il1VO~V~ either the Infantry or 
fronting his own hip hop band . Whatever Alfred chooses to do. his success IS Inevitable as long as he 
stays loyal to the Queen (Latlfah) and keeps his kit keen. TWF... .... - - ~ - - . .. . 
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DCLSCY, Carl LASALLC ~1ARS 
Carl hails from the Bustling metropolis of Mission, B.C. , where he takes off to whenever the r chance arises. earl can usually be found wanderin~ the halls of Lasalle fli~ht, particularly after 
last post. In order to maintain his nocturnal activities, he racks all day during class, but he still 
manages to get a good mark. When asked how he does this, he says, I just read the textbook. 
Carl will be going to RMC next year to stUdy electrical engineering. He Might just pass if he stops 
DF'i~ and a~ually do..;s some_work. Good Luck! 

1 , 

1.1 ~1,1 ~1.1 ~1,1 ~l r1 
• DIAMOND, Trevor Cilamplain CCLC 

Trever Diamond, the man, the myth, the hairless legend. How is it that a guy who can 't grOIV a 1 visible moustache in under a month was breached for not shavin~? Aside from criminal activity, 
-# Ratt made his debut this year on the fencing team and continued in his belief that he doesn't 
• need any skin on his hands by joining the rowing team again. In his spare lime, Trev watches 

Star trek, reads Sci-fi, and mixes tapes. There is no doubt that Roads has transformed this mild 
~ young man from red Deer, Alberta to a criminal with no fashion sense. • r r - r - r - r - r - r - r - t - r r r 
1 ,1 t 1 ,1 t 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 '" 
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DOHM, MICHELLE MacKenzie LOG 
Dohmer, the flaming 5 '4" red-head of MacKenzie flight has found the power to deal with the 
insecurity of her shortness through the ability to attract and dominate these seniors to pay 
homage unto her. Whether it's her attempt at captaincy of the ultimate frisbee team or her 
never ending line of Mil Col boys to date, Dohmer puts her best foot forward. Nearing the ripe 
old age of 21 , Michelle stUI finds herself getting lD'd at restricted movies and the local bars. 
Back home, she has tittle reason to worry about her lack of driving abilities to see her home, as 
she frequently reminds us that "Ottawa houses the best public transit system in North America." 
Her closest and dearest friends wish to say that they know Michelle will go far, but not behind 
the wheel of a car. We wish her the best of luck. Love your friends Troy and Chris. 

~ ., 1 r '1 ~ '1 ~ '1 '" 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ,,1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 
ED~Y Chris 4 SQN MARE 
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Chris was never keen on attending RRMC. but it was a necessary stepping stone in the crusade 
for the big "B. Eng: If ever there was a driving force for this engineering student. it was those 
four letters. However, Chris never sacrificed his family life in the pursuit of his personal goals. 
This, among other attributes, is one of Chris's strong points: a sense of direction toward 
personal goals and devotion to family. There are many who admire such qualities, and Chris has •.. . " '. 
set an example of how to achieve this delicate balance. A big BZ for the effort. .,. 1 , .. 1 
r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
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. ,.1E~R, Rob MacK~zfC M~~' ~ "'. ~ ~ 
l"Rob. known to some of us as "Gino" comes from the far away land of Toronto. He is presently 

majoring in political science and economics, and also seems to minOring in off campus, 
extra-currlcular activities. This is evident as his red mustang can be seen flylng up recruit hill at any 

. ..-free opportunity. What he'll remember about Roads is hard to say; the good times on and off the 
"rugby pitch , tinkering with his car (since he is Vice President of the auto club). or just simply the 

water wars with the cleaning staff. Rob will be leaving after second year to go to Royal Military 
College, Kingston, to complete his last two years ofthe economic program . Good luck in Kingston 

"and be careful on ship; you don't know who is watching you bend over. 
.. i , , , i ~ • • a ~ • 
, 1 ", 1 ," 1 .. , 1. 1 1 ... 1 1 .. '1 1 ". 1 .. , 1 
.. ERICKSON David Champlain MlLE 

Although Dave received an excellent education from bu~ling Abbo~f~Jrd. Be, he felt that he was 
•. destined to go on to greater things than serving greasy fnes to McCiVlhans. He somehow 
~managed to survive the horrors of CfOCS, keeping his sanity but losing a few buttons. He also 

survived Rook Term, under the kind and wise tutelage of Mr Krigolson. After rook te~, the 
Powers-That-Be decided that a well deserved 8xS2 would instill within him the ideal Vl~Ues of 

,. RRMC. After nIling his eager mind with the vitally important knowledge of first-year Sct/ Eng. he 
'was primed to remain here for training in the elegant, useful, and mandatory Frenc.h language. 

,. Over the summer Dave learned to truly appreciate the nuances of the Star Trek Dnnking Game. 
.. Now that Dave is in 2 yr, he looks forward to fulfillin.g his ultimate goal of becoming a military 

\ioEngineer through many wonderful summers at Chilliwack. 1 "t '1 
"t-,4 t J. t ",1,l,lt 1 , r4t r 
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)....., EYKE. Jeff Hudson lEME 
lJ: --' Jeff "Air" comes to us from the mile high Banff. After wasting 6.5 years of his life in Air Cadets it 

o a ( made pe.rfect sense for him. to join the .Army. Well . not really. lEME is more like highschool . 
o M aut~motlve shop t~an running around In the bush playing guns. Upon arriving at Roads. he 

o 0 0 that he has. thank God for strong frames. (Angel. I didn 't think that was physically possible ) In 

G U real ized that there IS such a t.~111$ as bad wine. not that the college wine is bad . but if drunk In 
o ~o exce:,:, I~ becomes very humillatmg.dry c le~ing your scarlets after a bad night. Other 

humiliating moments: how about hiS Hawauan tan. or when his glasses gained more experience 

o 2 yr. Jerf worked yery hard to get his crossed c lubs and star. Walt a minute. star. I didn' t r~lIze 
<Y'\I that bel~g the tramer of the croS&<;ountry running team was worthy of a star. Or maybe it's his 

Y r aCadem)c st: on the w(ng sle\~ ?fear J\ ~~:vin9 \to :0 tbe. ~k~_( ) ) cyr~)o 
flClD. Travis Carlie. ANAV 

~ c Travis was conceived and born in the booming metropolis of Gladmar Saskatchewan 
(lX>pulation 40). This little "cor~ ~usker" arrived at BOTC with a relatively naive perception of the 
WIder world and a dear appreCiatIOn for the small town lifestyle. At RRMe, he attained the title of JJo Vice President of the RRMC High Performance Snowboard Team. He was soon appointed 0 

President, for the simple reason that Whetter. the only other guy on the team, punched his card 
for the dvi~ utopia of UB~. He tries to keep up his off season training by spending countless 0 

hours on hiS skateboard In the halls of Milward , on the banisters of Nixon. on the QD of Grant, (Q 

a 
o 

or on any piece of furniture that happens to be in his direct route. If you can 't find him in his n Z 
room then you'd best go to Moore's room and ask for "the skinny white guy with the orange ~ ~ 0 

~o~~~?h~?;~'2T~;;:;.:~Cffi~~~: ~ .. : 
o 
o 
o 

o What can be said about old Fountain Head Fortin'? (Where the hell did that nickname come 0 

o from anyway??) Perhaps the old bowling incident comes to mind (Ten Pin anyone?) or the fact 
o that he probably had the lowest alcohol tolerance level than anyone else in the college except . 0 

o 

(

FORTIN . SHAWN Champlain ARTY ~ 

0 0 0 for his former Oriental roommate. One thing is for sure. he sure could golf. even if he couldn·t 0 

drink or bowl. It seems that Shawn, a BC boy, will be staying at Roads for the full 4 yrs. best of C 0 .. :. '".:t~ ")' :"y:oooe e." "PP~.':"'5"' ~<eoUaJ = ro,me, A d= RACKMAS1 ' ~ • C' 

o ~oO n D 0;0 _: ~ ~ 
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rRCNCIL Mike MacKenzie PLT 
Young French made his CF debut lacking eyebrows. Was this an occult ritual or just him being 
dopey? Since then he has lived with fear of losing hair and other pieces of anatomy but 
according to oral sources, his girl friend is not a threat. There have been several attempts to buy 
his sister but that changed when several articles of her clothing were found throughout the Wing. 
French lived up to his name by skipping Slut and passing Portage. Congrats Mike actually played 
soccer this year relinquishing his Benchwarmer status. The I I Platoon recce mobile has 
survived his notorious driving but we fear not for much longer. He has. on sober occasion, 
described himself as "The smartest dumb person" or was it "The dumbest smart person". Not to ) 
matter he has left a warm spot in all our hearts with that paste-on smile of his. 

y 0"-:0 a 0'" (P ~ &DO 0 0

0 
0 o~ 0 y 0 0 0 0 

o C1 " 0 "0 0 " 0 ° () 0 0 , "0 (\,0 0 0 o FROHLOFF. Derek Hudson MARS 

=08 0
0 Originally from Surrey (need we say more). "Ego' claims to now abide in Delta. Coming from a 

o school with tons-o-hot babes. and a life of skateboarding. snowboarding and eating 
o 0 (cheesesticks, Its a wonder Fuzzy and his attitude ever made it past BOTC (we know Linda 

, didn't). And speaking of Linda. when was the last time you had any? Oh ya! I guess the 14 year 
o ' okl girl guides. th f." 27 year old woman in Hawaii and let's not forget about the two girls on the 

'A QpoliShlng crew. Also. his academic and athletic abilities seem to soar, minus the 5-10 points, 
'-Y 0 percent or inches he came up short. Renowned on the soccer field for his ability to dribble the 

ball along Ule top of 18 yard box and pick the grass out of his mouth after being naUened by an 
o 0 opposing player. Derek leaves us for RMe to hopefully study engineering .. and we ' ll stop there. 

leavinq out 10% of the good stuff that Fuzzy has done. P.S. "Hey Buffy. wanna see my muffin?" 
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GOSSELIN. Jody Mackenzie LOG 
We all see little innocent Jody Gosselin as a giggly happy go lucky Cartier .. . oops . , . Mack 
night member. but what really lies beneath the facade of smiles? Surely anyone from a small 
town called Willowbunch. which Is 1.5 hours away from the nearest theatre or McDonalds, could 
not be as naive as Jody is .. . weU. ok. maybe it's possible. After having her first taste of 
McDonaids in Colwood . Jody went wild! Summer SlT training enhanced Jody's elegance around 
alcohol. When not babysitting around a certain cat she could be found lounging around, a 
certain neighbours room . And surprisingly,this newfound friendship "~~W !'10ving" as ~t was, 
has blossomed into a wonderful relationship where they can be seen nght Side by each. But 
Jody. in the future. try to make wakey-wakey! 
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UJ GRAI WL Chris ~lacKenzie ARTY - . "'-

o Chris ..... Well, what can be said about Chris? Chris comes from the busUing city of Comox, B.C. 
a (Watch out you don't blink, you mi~ht miss it!) and has blessed (tortured?) us here at Royal 

Roads with his presence and his cheesy moustache. His nirtatious ways with members of the 
opposite sex had led him down many a long and winding road. Or maybe it isjust the fact he is 
looking for a typist for all his Bayer essays! 
Next year. one will still find Chris in MacKenzie flight tormenting those remaining here at Roads 
for another two years. See you then Chris and best of luck with your Bachelor of Attendance! 
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8 GUNN, Craig CARTIER ARMOURED ~ 
Pictou county's finest arrived at RRMC in 1990, and Pictou was glad to get rid of him. At BOTC 
Gunn showed his true co lours by getting a rifle infraction on the first day with the rifle - YARD 
BIRD! Feeling the need for freedom Gunn sank cash into a 550 cc piece of work(THE PIG) and 

a 

was soon as free as one of his free range cattle on Stoneham farm. Gunn enjoys window 00 0 

o~ 

nights sleep at one of Victoria's major dance clubs. or dancing with wolves up in Tofeno. The 
rookie joined the rugby team in his second year at Roads and the BDG has been breeched to ° 0 

shopping. and the following thrill of the police chase. and ("an often be found getting a good 00 0 • 

show his team morale. 
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HAHN, Che Cartier PLT • r 

... and the winner of FRAT KING 9 1' for One Squadron (honourable mention for the wing) is - I'1l ../ 
Che Hahn. His ability to keep his peers guessing as to who he really was seeing could only have 
originated in the cold , dark northern city of Edmonton. Born a Base Brat. he learned from a 

00 young age to stand proud behind the Canadian colours. It was only a matter of time until. Uke 

o <5 

a 0 his fathe r. he ended up in the military. Among the things he wants to do. putting the top down on ° 0 his "trendy" Suzuki Samaurai ranks number I. As well , he enjoys rap, that is. until someone 

p o comes and tells him to either tum the sh_t down or close his door; and he's always on the C 
o search for the right answer to his assignments. Let's see ... does history repeat itself? (" o Mysteriously, the CAPED FRATTER is stiU on the loose, leaving his mark on his victims. Who's his 8-

a ~ ~ext catch?.. ~ ,/ 
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llCNDRlCKS, Trevor Cartier PLT ') 0 
Trevor has proven the theory that studying is inversely proportional to the mark. Beh'leen KYE 

raids, he's either racked or DFfng. Being only a second rate FRATTER, he's taken the initiative with 
the YOP, his Chick Magnet. Although Roads would be more that pleased if he stayed, Bucky , the A 
Kingstonite want-a-be will venture far from his native Western Canadian homeland. Leaving Roads \...D 
proves that the only good thing to come out of Calgary Is Highway Two North . Trevor refuses to be 
just another number in RMC. He' ll undoubtably let his Roads side shine. Just remember, if you're 
planning on crossing a bridge that was designed by Trevor Hendricks, go around! 
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HERNIMAN, Dawn Cartier MARS 

<;(), a Having participated in too many psych experiments at Western. Dawn was discharged with no 

i
r:()J Q) noticable abnormaUties, save the fact that she wanted to come to Roads. It soon became 

o ' apparent to all of us. by the cut of her bathing suit. that extra curricular activities were going to 

~
take precedence over academics. Dawn spends a great deal of time in the weight room , and 
every now and then she even does some weight lifting (the beastl) At the end of I yr, she decided 
to foUow in her adopted mothers footsteps and take a degree in psych. Thus, daming herself to 

i 
Q> another:5 years at beautiful Roads. Dawn's plans after graduation include following a couple of 

o 

, careers in the navy. That Is if she plans on keeping this one for a while. Dawn's goal in life is to 
o become a MARS officer and be able to tell certain Cbt Sys's Engineers where to go. Isn't revenge 

if 0 SW\VUck~:u:;Ut?'~iJCj %OO~~O~O- 0 O~; __ ·IU;" _-""""~g 0 ( 

HiU, Darren Champlaln MARS ) 0 0 
Darren hails from Eldorado, ON; the son of an OPr officer\ blue berry farmer. Coming to Roads, 
Ben's first acquaitance was the rug outside his rook term room. It was incidents such as this honed C 
Ben's bitterness skills. His utter lack of tolerance first appeared with his 2nd roomate. He 9~ 
retaliated against D&D, Legos and REM music by smashing his roomate's zen candle. It is beUeved \\...:h 
that Ben practices swearing In front of the mirror, but as with rumours about chUdren and an ugly 
wife, it is unsubstantiated. One can expect to fmd him porting his tuba on parade or running with 0 

Capt. King. Ben has been acdaimed A&B Sound's Man of the Year. He will stay at Roads, mainly :;::;{) 
due to his losing a fight with his armoire. After an exdting naval career, Ben is expected to go on l.T ° 
the road with a blues band spreading bitterness thru the world . Blah, Blah, Blah . Ben is NOT cute. ') 
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HILTON, Don MILt: Cartier 00 • g C o Mad Hilton! These words sent quick fear through the minds of cadets and sent many of them to 0 
night. Hilton earned his nickname 510wmo after he demonstrated his cat-like quickness after 
getting injured in the first 15 min of the first game of the '90 Rugby Tournament. He has also 
provided his uncanny agility on the dance floor (only if the stones are playing! ) Hilton's sense of 
responsibility and his certain father-like characteristics were first seen in recruit term by his peers. 

o 

o 

° 
One spring night. however, Hilton's father-like Instincts backfired on him as he helped one aspiring 
young cadet run from the Victoria Police force as he tripped and sprained his ankle in the get 
away. Hilton <10E'_<; not havE' a<; much timE' now to takE' carE' of his friends <IS it is monopolizE'd by a 
young blond ball of fun from "Willabunch: Let's hope he doesn' t neglect them completely, if he 

o 0.( 

a 
o 

)
• 0 ( did, Gunn would be dead now, and God knows where Irvine would bel It's been a good time 

Hilton , thanks for everything. all the best in Kingston. 
'b. ~ b \ /0 u v0'-----<::i5 ( ()J·o • o~ '-------./ 0 o. 0 (\ •• ", •• 0 0 o~ 
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'-...<..J 0 0 • 1I00PCR. Slepllen lIudson MARC 
o .0 0 Stephen was indirectly imported to Roads from the darkest nether regions of England and 

• • • Scotland. Yet even after a brief stint in Cal~ary, Ed's assimilation is not yet complete, and he has 
o 0 • made a name for himself as a true Limey Git. He even has that bloody accent. Ed has brought 

o 0 0 many unique talents with him to Roads: I yr, Eddie played for the rugby team, where his ball 
~ 0 0 handling skills became legendary. In 2 yr, Ed joined up with his fellow Hud buds in the Wide 

o •• 0 World of I.M. sports. As an active member of the Mountaineering club, Ed had been known to 
'0 • 9 'b (lead difflcult expeditions on the east side of Millward wing. Ed has also made a name for himself 

o on the school fencing team , where amazing skills have struck fear into the hearts of many 
.~ '2?pponcnts. His marks may suffer if he ever becomes old enough to go out to the bars. Best of 
~ 0 luck in Kingston; hopefully RMC will be ready for the British Invasion next year. 
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INGELDEW, Wade fraser Al'iAV 
If Inglenards (Ricebuns If) started his career at Royal Roads in top form. trapped in Death-Cath 's 
section in fraser night. Memories of his first year include the highest correction totals in the wing. 
being randomly graunched (Wade, your shirt is untucked, Let's graunch him!) searching Julie's for 

o 

a 0 

a Ball date (and succeeding) rooming with the laziest I st year in the wing (Chris). Wade's favourite 0 C 
memory of flrst year will always be his early bed time the night of the Grad Ball (couldn't you have 0> ( 

made it to the washroom Wade?) If yr began and Inglenards was still found in Fraser halls. • 0 0 ~ 
Inglenards will always rem ember exam routine of If yr , the ball 01 fire at the end of the hall seemed 0 0 

to have an endless supply of fuel. Wade's interests are scuba, his jeep, drinking to excess and of 
course WWff airplanes (M.B.). We the second year's of fraser flight wish Wade the best of luck in 
the future (in Civiland?) in whatever he does. 
- II:> 0 cfr;.) ()-:/ ° "? 0 0 ·0 ~o 0 0 h 

IRVli9C James earlier LCM!: 

u 

~ 00 

Afte r an eventful night on the BOTC parade square the night before, Vine was ready to tackle 
Roads. Citizen Keen 's drive decreased exponentially after rook term, but he made up for it with 
drinking. taking the covenant DECONIK twice in I yr. Irvine looked into the possibility of work 
after the military and tried his hand at advertising. His gig for Tim Horton's didn' t work out. as 

1 
0 he put a whole new meaning to dunking your doughnuts. When questioned about his success 
las a ladies' man. he replied that "chicks simply dig his action : His relationships with Bobby and 

Cb) 0 Sue were a model to us all. Unfortunately, they fell by the wayside, and never lasted any more 
\ 0 () than one of his paychecks. Although his morals can be questioned at times, we know that deep 
j 0 O,d?wn, real deep down, James is a pretty good guy and none of us would have survived without 

o 0 dO 0 hIm. 

)

0 \ 0 _ In 
't' JANZEN, Jay Cartier Armoured 

}

'C: Jay came from the thriving metropolis of Red Deer. he adapted and overcame to meet the big 

I o \ 

city demands of Victoria. During his relentless pursuit of scully, he managed to work in some 
stUdying. With seminar critiques such as "Napoleon was Butt-Stupid", this can be seen. Until 
recently, no matter how hard he tried , Jay always ran into some Gash. However, the tide has 
turned for the better since the nights of Hotel Challenges and the Beddardd Motor Inn. If he 

9 
could only do the funky chicken on the dance floor rather than the weight room , he'd really be in 
there. Jay will leave many buds at RRMC but no friends. Jay, good luck in the armoured corps-
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• JOHNSON, Kelly Hudson LOG ... -~_ 
. ~O" . '0 (L 1 ~o n\ 9 U 0 ·0 ~ (~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 

~
There can be only one way to describe Kelly: "Cocky ... with a smile!". The one who is always 

(

smiling and with plenty to say (as fast as she canl). She came to Recruit Term already with an 
«J 0 inside scoop, having been a "Queen's Girl", and seeing LOTS of RMC. It also didn't take her long o® to find her own little niche at RRMC (November maybe?). french training in Victoria was very far 

o from home (Toronto) and "Gage'nam", but she managed to find her own fun with three other 

9 0 boys and the West Coast Trallf There will be a void at Roads when KeUy is at RMC pursuing 
. 0 0 0 Economics and Commerce. Certainly the band will miss her, probably the Academic Staff too 
,,0 0 (although not many knew her because of her record number of spares). and most definately the 

Athleti c Department (Rowing Team, 1M Goddess, and Aerobic Queen!) . But don't forget the o cadets who will be void of information without Kelly's hot gOSSip! 
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J~LlE :Jim Hudson MILE . ...<1 0 n - ~ '-- / n ( \V 00 0 0 : 

~~~y ISba country boy from Ontano. (Go figure!) Fingers began his college carrier as a Mack 0 C· 
u og. ut ro~ to the ran.ks of a Hudson Knight in second year. In first year, as a member of 0,.," 
~e Mac~ Pack, It seemed.JII1~ w~ always ca~t in the snap whenever a sphincter tightened . 0 0 0 _ 0 
d? ~omes though, to maintain hIs. Jovlal attItude, Jim would bury his frustrations with a good 0 
, Ig In volleyball. In second year, Jlm pleased the wing with servlces like JJ Tel and toast Jim 

II 

o 
0' 

eventm~ag~d to postpone a parad~! Bein~ a founder of the Boys Club, many evenings ~ere ~ 0 

spen WI . W1~ and k~gs: two of hIS favonte companions among MAM, DB, BS, D and the 0
0 

0 
Mascot. Jlm':!y IS lOOking forward to a summer of high explosives and improvlng his facial 0 (-~ 0 6 

~"S":h",q"~ nV~ ~A9~'': ~]:: ~;;cr<l ') 0;.0 .• 
o (KLATT, John Cartier AERE 8 

) 0 0 J~an Yatt. otherwise known as John Klatt. or "wanna be black with hands like Jordan" Klattster _ 
I 0 ~th on!y a walkman an~ a ~asketball did a nation wide dribble right up to the steps of RRMC. 0 

'" Since hIS first year duration In Two Sqn, Jean saw the light and entered "the Maze" of One 2 Yr' .J

6 0 0 0 Jean <;ind his ~oommate, Dustin "Morrison" Larose asked the legendary question, "Are you' . 0 

o eXpE'neneec1? imd Room 222 became <I bp<lcon for hippies lost in the eewhml g<lp sinep the I<lst 0 

act of Woodstock. An abundance of pooch power and social culture stunted the Klattsters . 
a~emlc.w0wth and he d~cided to stay f?r another year. Jean 's past-times include, long beach (() o 9 hiking. skiln.g. peac?ck calling. and matclung socks wiUl sweater-wear. Jean plans to embark on ) ( 

,another natIonal dn bble to RMC next year and with this we offer some words of wisdom 

o CY ~O ;p 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 <b 0 OrO:> 

~ Rem~ U' "Thonat which does not ~II mm~ O~ly makes me tens~e:CO 0 ~ 0 
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Ian Fraser CELE 0 0 0 f 
lIyr Krepps, The Donkey, the 17 yr old hoodedjackaJ entered the college a confused little boy. Q 0 \.. 

Kreppsie wanted to play with guns, his Mom always knew he was a little different from the other ° C9:l\ 
boys and girls. Death-Cath , the 4 section Fulmer, soon cu ltivated the growth called Kreppsle 
into something quite peculiar. Memories of first year include Kreppsie's recruit term raincoat 
(did you kill it yet Krepps?), not showering for 2 weeks. Christmas time in fLrst year. At Julies 
doing the Travolta. rack me up another Flaming Zambonie. painting the walls of Nixon Block (not 
with paintl). Kreppsie began II yr as a more mature , business like donkey. I st years still fear his 
name ('cruit steady up!) . His interests include X-country skiing. girl boogling. beer chugging (and 
vomiting) and hood scrubbing (where do you keep that wire brush?). Krepps. all of Fraser 

fl 
°0 wiri:~eb:~of~:ko:th~~ture. _~ ~o ~o u 00fo\V 0 

LACIIANCC, COLIN Chanlplain CCLC 
o Bubbles, Bubs or Bu lles (in French) halls from the dirty, dusty plains of Sask (or am I being 

redundant). Colin, being a product of the Sask education system, came to Mil Col with a 

J
Oo 0 0 number of disadvantages, including the fact that he was bilingual. Indued with the hardworking 

spirit of his French Canadian dirt farmer ancestors, Colin filled dual roles of Franc-O and Party-D. 
) <0 0 Some of Colin's highlights include the faclng down of a burly M.P. with a happy "Oh yeah, I'm 

o 0 

pO 

CELE! Who the hell are you?" An avld fan of Star Trek. Colin identifies himself with Capt 
Jean-Luc Picard even If he is an artsman. Colin, showing surprising intelligence for a sod hauler, 
has decided to travel to the Mecca (that is Ontario) and attend RMC in his pursuit of a ' real" 

o degree as an engineer a.k.a. the person who gets the artsman coffee. Bonne chance, a votre 0 

o 
o 

sante, Colin and keep an eye out for some redheads for mel _ n 
Uo- '-Y / \ ---0 0 0_ ~ : 0 0 r-. ~ 0 /\ ( , ~ 0 p-

LAKE, Christopher CARTIER AIR OPS 000 0 ~ 
The first lime I met Chris. he was on his pit at BOTe. in his gitch. leisurely reading one of the many a 
novels that he polished off during the course. This is the way I will always remember him because ) • 0 C 
he Is the most apathetic person in the world. During his waking hours, you can find Chris Sitting 0 0 

quietly in his room modeling planes, playing vldeo games that simulate planes ... . for a guy Just 00" 8 0 

starting his CMeer in the Air Forre, he's probably got more flying time than half of the qualiflerl 
pilots in the Cf. Chrls Is a swell guy. Even though he was born to be a "man in the bus driver suit", 0 0 
he's never too busy to slap on the tiger stripe combats and cam stick and make a late night. 0 
drunken dash at the castle walls. If you're lookin' for enlertainment Lakers your man. Du Lac 
plans to go to RMC where he can blend into the woodwork and watch Star Trek until the time 
comes to get his winw;. When that time comes, then Chris will be able to relax. 

a , (_) ~ U 0 O~:0 v 0 (O)0o~.J rf ~ Mh~'" ~ c: MABEE, Scott Champlain Plfot )0 0 Scott Mabee is a quiet chap from Butt-<:Ieavage Saskatchewan who is well known .for demure 
, personality. Scott Is president of the society for the Adavancement of Wome~ Rights ... Whoa .. Hold o on a minutel Wrong person! Scott is a little manure disturber who's sole goal IS to wreak havoc 

and mayhem at Roads. With a love of beer only matched by hi.s love of valuable rac.k time, Scott 
C has on a number of occasions tried to combine both. Once bemg forced at knife-point to leave a 

certain second-years room after mistaking it for his own. Scott is an acid fan of M~eUl~ videos and 
o is well known for his outspoken vlews on women . Scott is always ready to share hIS opinions wfth 

those who want to hear them and even to those who don' t. Scott is loved .. or at least liked .. no, ) 0 he's tolerated by all his buds and we know he'll do well in the future because Ontario people are 

o 

o 

o 0 always wiJllng to help those from the rest of Canada. 
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MACDONALD Scott Champlain MARE 
Scud. as on of t~e original members of 316. did himself proud on the rugby pitch as well as the 
fi el? of.academla. He has many fond memories of RRMC including a fat old man. and a certain 
?e~vatlon for Vrms.give~.to him by a sl.ighUy overqualified lab instructor. Though proud of his 

1 
1 

l ~ 

1 t' 
1 ,1 

I~dlgenous roots . hiS ability to affect ram clouds on parade days was lacking. Immediately after \of 
dinner on most days the only sign of Scud was the sound of a departing kawasaki. It is stiLi a ,,~ 
l'!1ystel)' to most as to where he went. As for studying. Scud was blessed with the gift of TUjust .. 
figure It out on the exam! Scott will be leaving Roads next year (hopefully) and voyage to the true 
heart of Canada to continue his studies. ~ 

ta< t* ,"" ,'" t· t W t- t ... t- t- t- ,"f 
~. ~ ~ ~. ~ 

NACI~CNZIC, Robert Lasalle ARTY 
~. 

Rob (Damn, I \\~sh I was in South Africa) has been a unique cadet here at RRMC. Rob impressed us 
all in BOTe by dry shaving while forming up in front of the barracks, and then slowly bleding to 
death .. Ah! But our P.O. loved him, as you can see in his statement, "Rob, you're one of those guys 
who could dress up in a $600 suit and still look like a bag of $% ' &!. Sometimes Rob can be a 
little eccentric. He is the only guy that I've ever heard of to get more CD's in Second Year than in 
First Year! And you should see the classy car Rob bought for only $1400! so what if the lights were 
held in with duck tape? The friendly, fun-loving inhabitants of Victoria were happy to hear the great 
purr of his engine! All the way from Colwood! Whatever you do Rob, whether its exploring exotic 
places, or cruising in your land-rover with your dark-haired beauty beside you, we wish you luck! 
(And hope your toupee doesn 't blow om) Our thoughts will be with you. It's been a great t1mel 

~l ~1 t'1 t 1 ,1 ,1 t~ t' ,1 ,1 t'l t 1 .. 1 ", r r 
MACNAMARA. Patrick CHAMPLAIN ANAV ... 
"SACK" who joined Champlain night as the oldest rook will always be remembered as being the 4 .". 

r r 

OLDMAN. In his leisure he can be found In the pit. at his second home McDonalds. tuning up that r 
fine beast we call the Sack Mobile off in the wilderness of Golden Ears Park attempting to tackle his 
worst enemy the summit of Golden Ears Mountain . For sporting activitiesCPat. sports? ... Not!) Pat ,. 
can be found at rowing regattas starting at U.W. women as he dreams about midnight interludes in 4 iJ. 
the garden with his newly found T.S. Pat leaves us next year to go to RMC to complete his .\ 
engineering degree in what he would call THE LAND OF MfLK AND HONEY. To all this Pat would 
have to say ' RELAX!" 1 
t·t 4 t"tl.t·t 6 tl.tl.t4. t 6 t t 

." 1 ... 1 e:.l 1 .<I! '1 .~ 1 ,d 1 d 1 ,.<! l .... 1 .... 1 ... l r MAl.COLM Jennifer Fraser LOG 
.. 1 

Jennifer Malco lm. the psychology brain . will be here for her final two years. analyzing the wing's social 
~ behavior. She has great dedication to the band and even more dedication to the Arkanoid game, from 

-# ;iwhich she is constantly forced away. Do you remember pigtail parties? Probably not, you slept 
.. through most of them. You probably didn't sleep through 2 O'Clock showers, though. It's also good 

to see that you try your best to keep in good contact with your squadron commander. I guess he pops 
~by often to convince you that cement walls are thin. I want to put in a spelin mistaque here. since you 
IIgot an engineer to write this. , , , , , ~ , , , , r r 
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MARKUSSON, Tim HUDSON MARS 
Crash comes to us from the thriving metropolis of Govan, Sask.(which can be seen on print in 
Tim's room). We 've also noticed how his increase in DJ' ing ability is directly proportional to the 
number of times the Death Machine has seen action. Tim will be remembered by the other 
members of the 43, "let's go for a sail guys! ' . We didn't know that Tim had a larger bed than the 
rest of liS, hut I guess his girlfriend doesn' t mind. Beside.s sex, Tim 's physical prowess pops up in 
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the most diversified sports of curling. Sailing and volleyball . Timmy's great academic abilities in ~.' 
first year engineering forced him to follow the age old saying. ' If you can't stand the heat In the 4 
kitchen. gel ouU ' . and he did . Switching over to tile darkside, Arts has perpetuated his 55 stay alive 
attitude rather than a 34 say no more attitude. Tim will be staying at Roads to pursue his dream of 
becoming CWAO. . ,. 

t" ," t l t l ,1 ,1 t 1 t 1 ,1 ,1 t 1 t 4 
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MARQUIS, Greg UTPM MARE 
Greg. another of the want to be AERE's. came to Royal Roads to learn the finer points of the MARE 
profession, how to stay off a ship, and obtain a degree In electrical engineering. This native of 
Montreal. the envy of his peers with an exemption in french, has successfully freed much of his 
schedule, through missed lectures, meetings and sporting events, allowing for more time with his 
wife and two children. Greg. with his keen sense of understanding and firm grasp of the important, 
has on occasion even taught our profs a thing or two. This is obvious when we ask the question; 
Will Dr. Shpak announce the flnal exam duration before it starts? Good Luck in Kingston. - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ -
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~lASKI:LL Paul Carliel Al .... AV .' 
Hailing form PicTOOOO, Nova Scotia, Maskell (it's rumoured that even his mother calls him by 
his last name only) never lets you forAet how much better N.S. is than the rest of Canada. T.he 
only rook in his first year who claimed he'd have CWC bars in sec;:ond year, Pasquale was given 

lonly one bar in place of five, thus the college was s!lved fr~m bel~ converted t~ Royal Ro~ds 
Goaler College. Cartier flight will best remember him for hiS techniques of keepmg the nOise 
down in flight halts - threats of physical punishment. CFP r:askell behm.d at Roads for another 
two years because, as he c laims, someone has to keep thiS place running smoo~hly", but hiS 
~real plan is to have lobster served daily in the m ess, and the song Farewell to N.:;. to be played 
.for last post as the goaler province nag is taken down. May your bloo_d alway~ sal~: .. _ . or 

~ 1 • • ~ r r r r r t 
MASLOWSKI, Brian Lasalle INr 

"Mouser" migrated to RRMC from the cen ter of the universe, Toronto Ontario. The thunderous 
bellow "Come on!" instilled fear into many a laSalle niAht rook, and passion into many a Merlin 's 
patron . Brian's hobbies indude "golf1ng" in Kansas, scully quests, clipping rooks' nosehairs, and 
stupid human tricks. The quest for hugeness often led Brian to the RRMC gym, after which he 
went "c1ubbin'" while still pumped. Many a "double-up slam" was devoured by this outspoken 
individual, often supplemented with stares of horror from the onlooking Denny"s waitresses. 
Surviving the like of Peter Sillies and Ms. Petri Dish, hard labour kept Brian 's "black belly" in 
check . Once Vass shaved his back , the ladies could not resist him! His future ambitions include 
making lots of cash, and obtaining VIP status at every dance club in North America. Good luck 
Brian I Scullius Maximus! 

t 1 t 1 
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MCCARTHY, Whitney Cartier ARTY 
Quiet little Arty McCarty came to us from the Orchards of Oliver, B.C. (Heh, isn' t that close to where 
Steve Yzerman is from?) to brighten the halts of Cartier flight.. . and (and up?) Between getting 

lcaught in unfortunate situations such as UNEXPECTED LATE NIGHT flredrills, and letting her room 
key fall into the wrong Watson/ drink, Whitney plays a BIG part of the college volleyball program. 
After playing the "French class" shufne due to her quiet disposition (so much for class participation 
.eh Whit?) Whitney achieved one of her long term goats - how ' bout those Jays? Many lacrosse 

jgames and a weekend in Seattle proved to be all that she needed to initiate her nightly fire escape 
checks. The nre dept will surely miss Whitney"s help when she goes to RMC, and Cartier's halls will 
no longer be subjected to the thundering "Hey, can that be recycled?" 

~. 'rl> tl> t 6 t· tl> r6 tcl. tl. t" 
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MCGCAN Dennis 4 SQN MARC 

t 6 t " 

Aside from growing a larger forehead , Dennis participated in rowing. the lJfPM Precision Drill Team, 
and Aenerally avoided events involvinA coordination. "Old Man" also provided the lJf 10unAe with a t 
'bizarre cross section of smells coming from an equally bizarre cross section of luncheon food. Yes, .. 
they are snails. So what. 

•.. ~ \if ~ ~. ~ \if ~ 

r'·· I"~KlNNON, Dave Fraser Pilot 
Dav~ is a. zoomie, pilot type, haiUng frolT! Coquitla,:" , B.C. After completing a full year in the 
Englneenng program, Dave found salvation as a Miistud . God granted him great favour after his 
torturous year as an engineer in the form of 27 spares. Being a zealous Arts convert, Dave has the 

'if. highest ' time in the pit' to spares ratio. As such, he has found it difficult to accept the fact that he 
.. must relearn the lost art of reading. Dave's greatest attribute is his girlfriend. In the immortal 

words of the Sgt-Major: "She is going out with him?" Dave can also repeat the entire repertiore of 
ferry announcements. I guess so; he spends so many weekends "teaching her to drive: Dave will 

-# st~y. at Roads In an effort to further annoy his buds with ferry antics and finish off his girlfriend's 
.. dnvmg lessons. Good luck. 

MESSERSCHMIDT, Rena Fraser ARMD 
Rena, alias Tequila Queen, comes from the m etropolis of Winnipeg where punk is in and prep is 
not. Searching for an escape from military life, Rena soon found Scandals ~here s.he kept her 
sanity by speaker dancing in leave dress?1 As a J/ C, Rena founded a great fnendshlp with her 
roommate (?) and in II yr - lonely she was until a certain civi skinhead boyfriend came along. :,. 
Sportswise, Rena has tried fencing and rowing but only weightlifting satisfies Rena, allowing her to;: -
live up to her branch - ARMY. She'll be the first woman to get bagged for wearing black lace under, 
her combats. Other escapades indude purple hair, tattoos, unusual fencing seminars, unplann~d 
trips to Germany and greeting her squad boss drunk in jeans - MARK TIMEI But all in aiL Rena IS , 
making the best of her stay at RRMC - all four years since she's a resident artsie . Good luck in the,. • 
future Rena, we know you' ll achieve everything you set your mind to. 
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" ~1iLCS, CIIRJS MacKenzie PILOT 
:~ Chris appears as though he has stepped out of the pages of GQ and into Royal Roads. In his first 
~. year, he prophesied, "I will only date a first year if she is blonde and rich! " Well, he made his first 
" attempt to fulftllhis and it was a lame one (an artificial blonde), His second attempt was a little 
...: closer, Grethchen is now the light of his life. However, he feels he could have his choice of ANY of 
c' the numerous women breaking down his door. Luckily, his curiosity didn't get the best of him as 
!:. he turned down an offer for a "night he would never forget. " With his figure. Chris continues. or at 
~ least tries, to intrigue the female species. He is often referred to as idle but does have his good 
:: points lhough few and far between. Good luck next year and be careful with that powerful piece of 
_ machinery between your legs - No Chris, we mean your BIKE! Luv Michelle and Troy, 
C ecce c c c ~ c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 

2 222 222 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 
,.MILLLK. LIllis JJUDSON PILOT 2 ('Mil' is a city slicker from Alberla(go figure!). Chris Is a born and bred Hudson Knight but his 

,,
-:,,1, ,.stompinq qrounds have been known to reach down to Mack Pack territory, Being the only 

( foreign member of the Pack, Chris was able to avoid most of the many slams of the Wing HQ 
,-sphincter. Throughout his two years at Roads, Chris has been very active in sports. Mil is also 

2 e very keen militarily, so keen that he felt it necessary to do BOTC twice, and to keep in top 
<"" physical condition he engaged 7 gentlemen in a personal workout this summer. the trial is in 

2 tJanuary. To balance his health and keenness, Chris likes to kick back and relax every once in a 
',_ t r while with a few friends and a can of beer. A big can. DBC keg parties wouldn 't be the same 
or Cwithout the mascot He will be missed by Hudson flight and Daboyzclub as he continues his 

,...iIIustrious Mil. Col. career at RMC. 2 c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c ~ c c c 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
( MONTEIRO, Warren CELE Hudson 
.- Monty always thought that he would be one of those cool Navy Boys. but the thought of being 
!:.below decks with Ted Summers made him look to the skies. Actually he stays close to the water by 
~ joining a rep team that takes skill, not just butt ugliness (Dalsy?). Always the optimist in the crowd 
c:and never one to mention a sarcastic word in public, Monty Is more often than not remembered for 
,...his ftrst Christmas Ball and Mess Dinner, his hair, his ability to get caught in compromising positions 
Cand his uncanny knack of forgetting what he did the night before, let alone remembering what her 
,..,name was, and his first year English essays. He Is off to the cold east to begin a life at RMC but will 
Cdefinitely return to the coast for some waves and the slopes. We think that he will remember 
:;JRoads for the Sticky Wicket night Ed's Chloro-Floro-Borax Gel, Eric the rat and Bonnie's pussy, SLT 
'-with Wayne, his black T-shlrt team breakfast's at Burgermaster and baby Sara. 'Nuff said. 

~ 2 222 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ~ 2 2 2 222 2 
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MOORE, C ris Fraser MARS 
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The strangers came and they were not like us. something else but wearing the skins of men. the 2 
eyes of men, their hands. We took to collecting the sounds of them in our flesh, the aorisms of 
power ... Kthulu have mercy! II yr Moore, A peculiar sort, began the year based out of his ancient 2 
homeland of Scandals. There with fellow tribesmen Ridler, Field and Messerschmidt and the 
"Speaker Dancer" he was often to be seen. A Turbulent 1st semester began with the rook term face 2 
plant and continued with an emotional rollercoaster (Jenn?) 14 days of 4's for leave, 9 CD's, 4 
RW's and 8 days 52 not to mention continuous questions of attitude. The future for Ilyr Moore is 2 
dark and foreboding but he still remains a faithful member of the college (when he's there). We 
convoke the Nephilim, and they come to us, strangers with eyes of men" , Kthulu has no mercy for 2 
the weak! 
~ C C ~ C C C C ~ ~ C C C C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 

MOREHEN, Travis Lasalle PLT 
T-Man, the ex-Mack flight member, has managed in one short year to secure his infamous status for ;::; 
years to come. Travis played a crucial role In developing the reputation of the Mack Flight Posse, ~ 
whether it was exposing his lnnards to a very senior officer at the Rover, or his sexual exploits with 2 
under-aged females (ie can't drink, vote, or drive!). Travis has, however, managed to walt his scope -
for the 91 Christmas Ball , instead of the Commandant's daughter, he has two dates. Which wW ~-; 
prevaU? (ans. the one with the purest blood!) . Travis has finally discovered the crucial principles -
of motorcycle riding; one cannot Simply step off at speeds in excess of 70 km/ h. He has always 2 
been a good friend, whetller at the coUege or in offering his home and family for tllOse ill need. 
T-Man ~h~~ld ~e a ~uc<.:..ess~ ';!..ot, so 10~ ~ he remem~:rs ~at Ma~_ 2 i~ in ~c~ of 70 ~f!1~ 2 

? 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 
NASH Nathan Lasalle CELE J 
Coming from the wilds of civie world, this banger's hair soon disappeared as Natejoined the • 
only real element - the Air Force. At a first glance in his room, one could easily be intimidated by) 
the many faces of "Eddie" that leer menacingly on those who dare enter. Nate's plans indude 
finishing a science degree at Royal Roads and going on in the wonderful life of a CELE officer. 
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NEILD, Rob CllA~lPLAJN MILE 
Rob ( or CFP Champlain) hails from ·God's Country' ( a term used by disillusioned Ontario 
dwellers). Arrivin~ at Mil Cot Rob quickly took on many new, personally uncharacteristic, habits ? 2 ') 2 
like listening to Metallica at full volume, usingjudo to turn his roommate into a human pretzel. and ~ 
driving to a gas station at 0600 in his shiny new orange 1974 Volkswagen Bug to ask a girl out using 2 2 "2 2 
the opening line I here you've got great muffins! . This year Rob has set an excellent example for ,. 
second years always there to offer some piece of advise (i.e. SFPP or Stupid #@%!&'! Proctor 2 2 2 2 
Points). Rob is on his way to RMC next year to be only a few short hours away from his best friend 
Ryan (his dog>. Bonne chance Rob and I hope that you find that Redhead you 've always wanted. 2 2 ;? 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ~ 2 2 2 2 2 

2 2 222 2 2 222 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
NeTIC. Greg cartiel ARMD 2 222 Greg. the only man who can grow a beard in one sneeze, and an infantry wanna be was always 
bi~ on gettin~ hu~e. In fact, he was so bi~ on it he paid over $1000 sinAly manned machine built (~ ... J ') ? ~J 
specifically for the development of his friends quadriceps. Luckily for Grizzly Adams, I mean Greg. 1... c.. 
it' s at least a four hour drive to go skiing. We're all happy for Greg that he's finally beaten his .-::) 
addictions to Neo-Citron. With the money he saves on Neo-Citron he'll be able to buy that big black C 222 
leather chair he's always wanted. Congratulations Greg. -:J ;J 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C _ 
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O'NIEL Terry Hudson ANAV L. _ 
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Terry left his life in New West of fast cars. loud music. hard liquor and women half his age for the ;J ~~ :-.l ;J 
last bastion of morality - Royal Roads. Upon arrival, he em braced the ideals of the college, quickly ~ - ~ 
earning the nickname "keener" (Terry, you don' t have to polish the soles of your boots!). Terry 
often tested the integrity of Millward wing's foundations with 10000 watts of car-bleeding sound 
pumping from his life's savings in the form of his new Kenwood stereo. Atl:er seeing his roommate ') :J ? ;::-J 
do no homework for an entire year, Terry decided that he too would change to the mentally L. ~ - ~ 
challengJng degree of psychology. Using this new found knowledge of the human mind, Terry 
began trying to pick up women. and it benefitted him HUGELY. Terry is enjoying 2 yr. as he is able 
to wear his favourite (only?) shirt and tie. Keener is looking forward to next year, so that he can 
continue his practise of intimidating the rooks with his overpowering build. And hey ... REEELAAXI 

2 2 2 2 
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:-, OK}:, Carrie IIUDSON PSYCII ') 2 c 2 Carrie first came to Roads as an innocent young gJrl from Ottawa. But she didn' t stay that way L. 

2 c: 
.-::) for lon~. Whether she was "temptinq'" seniors durin~ rook term or "playinq" with the almost all 
'- male soccer team, Carrie soon left her mark on Roads. 'Kareoke' , as she was sometimes called. 

was a 400 dub member and held the crown(sometimes!)- no need to comment on how she 2 2 2 managed to stay in great shape for PT test or where she learned her wrestling skills. ... Despite 
:) :-' '"J an extremely active social life in 1 yr. Carrie managed to become Hudson flight Proctor and 
.... c: ::. somehow convinced the rooks that proctors were no longer graunchable! Carrie is one of those 
'J_ ...... few people who loves Mil. Col. so much that they actually pay to come here. She'll stay at Roads 
L. 2 c: for another 2 glorious years in order to finish her Psych degree before she moves on to bigger 

..... ::l and better things in the real world. Good Luck and keep smiling. Car! 
2 c ~ c c c c c c c c C C C C C C C ~ C C C C C C ( 
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OMAND, Gord Fraser CELE 

2 Gordo may not be known by everyone at the school but his car is. I thinkjust about everyone 
here could recognize the big (not as big as the Balaski-mobile). blue (almost). old (it's nearly a 2 2 2 classic) Beaumont as It drives hither and yon, sometimes as far as distant friends and relatives, 
sometimes just down the boatshed (Why should [walk? I have a car). People ask him, 'Why 2 2 2 don't you sell the damn thing?" Hejust smile.., and replies, "Why? It runs great!" You see only 
Gordo can see the true beauty of his big. blue, old Beaumont (It looks better at night). 

2 2 2 Determined to convince everyone that It will be a nice car, it will, it really will ( .. as soon as he 
gets the body work done). Wejusl smile and agree. (it will. sure Gordo) So when you see a big 2 2 2 old, almost blue Beaumont, wave - it's probably Gordo. (It runs doesn't it? Sure Gordo!) 

'J ') ?,_ ~ ~ ~ ? 2 ') 2 ? ') ~ ? ? ? ') ? ? 'J ~ ~ ? ? ') ~ L. ~ ~ eeL. ~ L. _ L. C _ _ _ L. '- _ L. C C _ _ L. '-

2 2 2 PALMER Ryan Hudson PLT 
Ryan comes to us from the bustling town of Winnepeg. That explains why he spent the entire 

2 2 ;; previous year travelling around Europe. There, he experienced living to the fullest with good 
beer in Germany, great cafe's in Amsterdam, and even a better paivi in Finland. His body could 

2 2 2 only take so much tequila sauna trips and returned home to go to B.O.T.e., where he initiated 
the 'Palmer Fund" the first night. When Ryan went through rook term; he pretty much invented 

2 2 (..: the SFQ rock. His athletic ability showed on the rugby pitch until he was tackled, broke his 
collar bone, and realized that rugby was too much for him. Wiser, he joined the x-ctry running 

2 2 2 team which improved his PT test score. Some of Ryan 's memorable moments came from his 
sideburns, hiking along the west coast trails ('A long time ago, I met a girl whose name was .. :) 

2 2 ,'. ~nd his special relationship with Rosco~. ~ext yea~ Ry~ will b~lea~lng_us ~ go,.!o ~e._ _ 
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rLATI, hevin Champlain ~lARS 
Coming from the place called heaven on Earth, Eglin, Ont, Kevin, otherwise known as Bart, • 1 
arrived at mil. col. Durin~ rook term, Bart learned the meanin~ of work, stress, and panic, but or 
he failed to help his room ate learn these words. But, thanks to his two roomates in lirst year, • 
they managed to teach Bart how to be sodaL how to get drunk, and how to stay out late. :.. 
Although he constantly argued about nothing he knew about and stole his roomate's comforter .. 
so he could actually say he got someone into his bed, he actually made some friends. (Thanks 
to his mom's kye packages!) Bart actually took a female to the Grad Ball, but left with a wine 
bottle and a wicked hangover. There is only one thing that Bart will do for sure, He entered 
Roads in debt and will leave Roads in debt. (and he doesn't have anything to show for it!!l) 

, , , I , , , , , , 

:PRICC, ciieg Carliel ~i'ARS" •. • • • • • 
This Stud came to B.C. from the small town of Toronto to enjoy all this province has to offer. Greg 
spent most of lirst year with his head buried in the books, and when he realized how all that hard 
work had 'paid of(", he dedded a change was desperately needed, and thus the lady-killing monster 

'was born. This potential Royal Marine determined that he could crawl around in the dirt, and still 
feel like he was in the navy, while spreading his secret talents to another continent. A brilliant 
rugbV player in his own mind , Greg has managed to keep his clubs despite all the alcoholic 
innuence. In his aspirations to a P&:O degree, Greg is sure to fmd many distractions to assist him 

~in suddenly realizing that he has to write exams on all that stuff he hasn't quite gotten to yet. 
'Greg's future will probably be centered around lindlng ·the right girl' and/ or developing his already 
line-tuned skills in procrastination. 

~ ~ ,. 
PRITCHt::TI, Yvonne MacKenzie LOG 
When Yvonne told her mother she was going to university in Victoria her mom replied, 'Good God 
dear, is that all the way to the other side of the island?' Well Yvonne knew her geography, and by 
goliy this little Newfie was off to the MALNLAND. Upon reaching RRMC she found herself in Mack 
Flight where her ' butchncss' nt right in with the general macho over - enthusiasm which 
characterized our lirst year. One of the few cadets to put any effort into summer SLT, outside (or 
even inside) of class, she capped off the summer and continued on to second year with the most 
dreadful of a second year shafis ..... CFP. However she's doing well, just ask the Mack J/C's of her .. 
screeching rook term goodnights, and remember: if you ' re not stressed out of your mind you're not.,,: 4 
working hard enough. .. 

1 t • 
~ t 1 PRO~OR. D~e r~SCR i~iFANTRf ~ lOi; .... :,;,., :w, :;.. 

Dave Proctor came to Roads fresh out of SMU where he quickly came to realize that not only was 
enqineerin~ not ri~t for him but first year also didn' t quite agree with him. Ham is on the elqht 
year college plan and his military attitude has been complemented by the CWe, resulting in a 
couple extra days. A starch supporter of he PISS game the little Elvis is a force in the shower, as 
he is rarely out of ammunition. Dave is also a force on the rugby pitch where his patented push 
and trip tackling method is feared by the opposing team. the wing would like to thank Ham for 
providing an excellent bad example to all the other cadets and giving an excellent marker for all 
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.... ~~W~.:- REID, Scott CELE Champlain 

On a wilrm summers "venlng in a farmholl~e near Evesham, Sas., young SmeggJy Reid gave his 
thick moustache one last comb, kissed his mom goodbye and set off out the front door. After 
telling his brother to feed the hogs for him, Schmegg, with lishlng rod in one hand and rifle in the 
other, headed for ChUliwack. rrom that day on, Champ fligllt was never Ule same. Schmegg 
became known for his ceraceous form (ask Miss Pratt) which he was constantly trying to improve.; 
Scott could often be found wooin~ the local females as he new by on his red EX 500. Schm~q , 
plans to head to RMC for 3rd yr where he will put his womanizing skills to work with the girls of 
Kingston. After his CELE career, Schmegg's long term goals include riding bulls on the Coors Pro 
Rodeo circuit and becoming the opening act for Garth Brooks. ( 

.\. 
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lRJCH~, TRO'Macke~e M..lr: ~ ... ~ ~' ~ ~ ~. 

Otherwise known as 'Trout' or 'The Baldman', he is the man with the answer to the ever present 
question 'How much headroom is there in a Mustang?' Speaking of that beautiful piece of green 

~machinery, I wonder iI he bought it with driving it in mind, or to simply have it look good In the 
",parking lot? Poor Troy, sports and his impeccable taste in clothing have been a bigger part of his 

life than women have, with the exception of that SLT Inadent, of course. Don't fret though, he is 
working on it. It is his nawless dress, his wit, his charm and his receding hairline which all combine 

\it to make Trout (I hate that name I) the god that he Is. But without his incredible friends he would 
'" not be where he is today. These caring and loving friends truly do only have his best Interests at 

heart. Love ya Troy! . Michelle + Chris. 
: ~ 
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RlDLER. Guy rraser PLT •. 
lIyr Ridler, where to begin? Memories of I st year indude the Ball (Guy e~claimed Her breath was d' '1 
so close I could. wrile in the window!'). his repulation of keenness fell when he picked up a new r 
roommate (Chns), the swim competition coined his new nickname RlDLAAAAAJi. The die hard 
5cand~lite em~rged in Ridler during the 5ummer Of Madness. Guy remembers the 5peaker Dancer .. 
(Betty It hurts n.ght ~ere)(O Go? yes!) Guy and Chirs recall renecting over life's complexities on the d' " 
wate.rfront of Ylctona.; co.ncluslon: ~peaker Dancers ~ Emotional Roller coaster. Guy would never r 
admit that he IS ~urmng In academiC purgatory (somewhere between II and III year). Guy remains 
the only Scandallte to lack the taste of 52 (your time wiU come!) Guy's future holds for him a large 1'" 
number of nose ringed children running about Cold Lake Alberta. All of Fraser Flight wish Ridler 'i/o 
the best of luck in the future. If no rings in your ears then... • - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

" .; R05E DanieUe Lasalle MARC 
.. Teeheeheeheehee echoed in the hallways of Lasalle night when Dani arrived from the greal 

Urban metropolis of Sooke. What attracled her to Roads; adventure? the pay? her inlerest in 

1·.. r" astronomy and the Space Science degree? the guy-girl ratio? (whal's that J/ C's first 
has taken her MARE MOC to heart, participating on both water sports teams - rowing and 
Never one to sit still for a minute, (or not laugh for a minute!) Dani has completed quite an 
auspicious list of cultural feats. Band, Choir. Great Performances Club, Strip teases during SSL 

1", she was also one of the first two people to play with the entrance sign (Where do aU roads lead 
., to?) Dani. the WOUld-be traveller, the intrepid explorer, you came here with a great attitude 
.. toward life and people. I hope nothing ever makes you lose that. Dragons, Dane Dragons. 

1 t 
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RYA."1, Jay UTPM CELE 
Jay started his career in CFB Kingston in 1983 taking a year and a half electronics. training to ~ 
become a teletype and cypher technician. He spent 3 years working at I CMBG HQ AND SIGS ~o, 
SQN in Calgary. Having spent three years too long in the field he was posted to Communications .. 
Sqn Lahr. It was here that he saw the light changed from army to airforce and applied for UTPM. 
After being at Royal Roads for a year and a hale Jay's already working on his fourth year project. sa;., 
It's a tough one: using a computer engineering degree figure to out how peacocks can be put to ,,' 4i 
a better use at the college. Perhaps a make work project for them off campus or invite them to r 
the Christmas Ball? 

f~ 
:;SALAVA, Owen tlUDSON ANAV 
~Coming to us from the obscure northern locale of Prince George, B.C. Spilter encountered a 
shock to his northern lifestyle. Before walley world, he had no idea of the meanin~ of the word 
'Panic. ' Perhaps this originates from his slack northern life. After enduring first year, he 

\jmanaged to tolerate a summer with the french prof from hell- L.R.! To relax(?). he too~ up the 
41eisurely suicidal sport of skydiving. Entering second year science, he has dealt ~ certa~n warmth 
towards his buds, perhaps do to his academic namesl In an effort to return to hIS prevIOusly 
un-panicked life of pre-MII-Col. he has felt a desire (it must be insanity) to go to the Darkside ... oh 

loono ... not Arts!?! Oh well. here's to the slack life of an air nav! 
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SAUNDERS, Don Fraser MILE 

,'1 t 1 

1 r 1 SkyGod in the making, hacker extraordinaire, and womanizer from HeU. Don was shafted 
hideously at the beginning of this year, as he was given the position of Log Advertising officer, and 
also Treasurer for the newly founded RRMC Skydiving club. Even with all these blffs on his time, he 
stili finds time to get pretty good marks ~d SKYDIVE almost every weekend. After this year, Don ~ ~. 
will be going to RMC Kingston where he WIll help to ~et u[l the RMC SKYDlVE club. .. .'" .. 

• ! , , ! , ! r r r r r r 
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SAUNDERS, Klm LaSalle LOa •. , ..... !" 'c. 
On the outside, Kim is loud, rude. crude, and downright bitchyl On the inside, she's stressed, 
and downright hilarious! Only Kim would get In trouble for short s~ and being Insu~rdlnate. On 
the serious side Kim is quite the academic goddess, always searching for that .2% whlc.h seems to 
deny her from that nice little star. But being her 'Zoomie Roomie' was an adventure In Itself. Many a 
laugh was had In Rm 444 in I yr, where being reprimanded for having an excessively high morale 
standard was a nightly occurence (the toe? the meatloaf? the window?). I' U never forget the peacock 
Impersonations, the massive DF sessions, those special 'morale' magazlnes, and that <?TO i~spection 
from Doug Mouser just to name a few. II Year will also be memorable, with our lovely little lISts, 
Oktoberfest. the Shredder, and contests with audible body functions. So Kim, it's been a blast so far! 
I couldn't have made It without you. Now, ARE YOU READY TO RULE?I 

1 



\, ~UI~INDt,Jo11ll /'' Lasalle ANAV U -', " -'" -" " I ,\ 

CJ- TheSchwinkter" came to us from Maple Ridge. He was a youn~ adorable and innocent boy until he 
o 0 m et Ken Brooks. The convesion was almost Instantaneous. At the end of BOTC, John was ready to 

o C: take on the world, until he found himself ' in a world of hurt' - the world of Mil Col. Upon conquering 
CP all the tasks and shafts that were thrown at him, John found himself in a little bit of academic 

o / trouble. Which does bring one incident to mind - do the words bathtub and franco recall anything 
Johnny? John was also known for his agressive tackles on the soccer field which usually put him in 
the hospital with an ankle the size of a basketball. Given a motorcycle, John transformed 

( into ... The Pedestrianator" ... taking the law into his own hands while sending pedestrians to the 

SW:k'~~ W, ?S:;~'"A9rC,1' ~ ( )) ff ' '1 
~~!~Ir~ ~n~~ys ~S;h~ppy,~;d to <I select few femmes <IS Ted<1y RU)(Pi~ , Ri'ln<1y joined the CF ) 
straight out of high school. The only thing bigger than his appetite is his smile. The Wing currently_ ..-/ 0 

is running a pool to see who will go bald first, Randy or Troy Richard. Shappy started his MIlCoI '0 Jl 
career ill Mack night and on the sailing team . The salling team was ' too lame' for him, and the 0 

o 
o 

o 

Mack Pack was too intense for the rest of the Win~ so when he returned for Second Year, he found 
'himself exported to laSalle, and promptly joined the Rep Soccer team as goaltender. StrumJe as 
'he might with exams, Shappy always comes out grinning and will stay at Roads to study c~omp Sci. «) 
Good luck, buddy! 
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SHIPTON, PaUl UD~ON Av 
Paul Shipton ... the man who had a bigger hard-on for the CSTO position then he did for his 

o girlfriend. Indeed, Paul had numerous pictures of fine young meat who wanted to be tenderized by 
'his love mallet but he insisted on just being ' FRIENDS". Why, you ask? Perhaps this Is because Paul 

o W<lS too pre-occupied with academics, (Hey, you try and come In last and. still pass.) Or maybe it 
owas due to Pauls indecision as to which minority he belonged to: non-<innkers, Francos, or blacks. 

But we shouldn't be too hard on Paul, after all he's had some trying times, like his four days S4 for 
• O(liberating a UT's raincoat. or the time he Wf?pped his ca! around ~ telephon~ pole. But perh.aps 

Pauls most trying time was his summer of V1gorous and mtense military tralnmg. Good luck m the 
future Paul. and get a real degree. 

uo /.o~ 0 u : '0 000 ~olK 
SII'10NSON, Ifal 1'1ackenzie LOG - ~ -
Hal gave up his small town life in Grande Cache to come to the big lights of Royal Roads Military 
College. A member of the ~olf team in 1st year, he couldn't make the cut In 2nd year so he took 
the post of team manager. Word has it that he was awarded the rep team star under his crossed 
clubs in recognition of his combat driving techniques in CF vans on Golf team road trips. Hal has 
more scholarships than he knows what to do with and has acquired a few nice toys to play with 
when he's busy not studying. However in second year, Hal's leisure time seemed to revolve around 
the CFP's room, as noted be the 'dube"lous amount of Mack Bull Dog nominations he has recieved. 

o 
o 

,Hal will ~ontinue to hatrVve a good time studyi~m Sci at Roads. Good luck Hal00r 

o 0 ° @ Q P ry 0 0:50 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o"SKANES Mark 4 SQN AERE n_ 

;> 0 0 Tootle 100 Royal Roads. Mark came from the small town of Middleton, N.S. and joined the 

c=t
0 Canadian Forces in Feb, 1980. PrIor to commencing studies at RRMC, Mark was an Aeroengine 

08 0 technician and has been based at Ottawa, Greenwood, and Shearwater. Mark's time at RRMC has 
o not been wasted; he has learned a lot of valuable lessons here, including how to change a nat tire 

00 in record time to avoid being late for Commandant's Parades. Mark wishes the best of luck to all 
, those remaining at RRMC and to those off to Kingston. Work hard and party hardy, Mark. 
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EON, Dan Fraser MARE 
Our friend Dan was spawned and nurtured to life in Lethbridge Alberta. Dan's favourite activities 
include broom ball , speaker dancing and sparing with walls. Letha~ Weapon ~an , otherwise kn~wn 

•••• as 'Twitchy Fist' , has made quite an impact on his friends and furmture. He. IS kno~ for throWIng 

o 

u 
o 

his body at or in anything, especially small, deep, wet holes (potholes, that IS). Dan s most 
memorable quote : 'Guys, guys, I almost got engaged again last night! ' 
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(J::. °0 ( TONG, Ken Chanlplain CCl[' ,..... 

O Ken, also known by most as Kendo, came to this "white man's world from lovely Ontario. He soon 
• established himself as an attention wabber by sacrificinq his head to the bookshelf qod. The 

-....... founder of the famous Champlain night quote, ' Holy Crap! ' , the little man of the Orient expressed 
his soccer ability in first year as the off1dal RRMC soccer team bench warmer. His humourous 
talents shone during the two squadron mess dinner when he attempted to tie the OCdts shoe laces 
together and was caught. Slant. who tends to spontaneously combust during exam routines, 
moved on to second year in stride, neglecting aU the abuse he usually receives. The little nipper is 
the best of sorts who blames his intolerance for alcohol on something to do with Chinese alcohol 
poisoning. Good luck nex t year and get a grip on that certain person for me. o 

llY 0 - °O't o~ ~ O~ ory /J. ) ~" 
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TOOLCY, JalTeL ~lacKel1zie ANAV n - -

Meister hails fro~ On.tario, YU.kon and British Columbia. An Ex 7 platoon bud, and an SLT 
n;:cour,ser, Jarret I~ stili und.ec!ded as to whether Enqineerinq or 5cienre is the way to qo. Art's qeL a 0 
Llfell Hey shorty! often distinguished who's who?! In second year, ZOGjust couldn' t seem to get 
a~ay from I st year. (Female that is!!) Good luck! Bonne Chance!! Till next year....... • 
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o ~VIS, Eric Lasalle /\ERE ~ '" 

o ~ Eric, .more commonl;: known as 'Two Chutes' after a little, shaU we say, incident. during a certain 
U skydlve, has been qUite active here at RRMC. In spite of being a Lord of Adrenalin , Skydog. 
o Vice-President of the environmentaUy friendly, air-cooled, and gravity powered 'Falling Roadents-, 

Yo-Yo Man II , hacking demi-god, and pro ' surfer of the curve' , Eric has managed to stay aOoat 
o 000 a cad e.m i caUy. Skydiving almost every weekend and dreaming about it during the week. Eric lived 

./ 
,6 

:) 0 by a simple philosophy: 'l'd rather be skydiving: Eric will be going to RMC in Kingston where he wil~ "n° meet up with his unscrupulous brothe r, Bill. Kingston will never be the same again. Best of luck in , C 
,)0 thefutureandremember:P.B.I.!! ~ ( nO ~ 9 O~d~- .0(0_. )p '-/ o:~~¥ rO~o~:o v:-
C VASS, John Lasalle INr :J~ 

Big John came Lo us from the busting metropolis of Petawawa where the only thing uglier than the ° 
scenery was the sight of Timmy's mother leavinq after her duty. When # 19 arrived at RRMC he was 
indeed a little disoriented, instead of playing the only sport important here he wound up on the 
rugby pitch. Here he quickly gained the skills needed for entry into the Ritz, however he saw the A~ 
light and came out for hockey. John was always the perfect gentleman, why as a matter of fact, he ~ 
even helped some of Canada's finest aboriginal people relieve a little stress. There was nothing 'B' 
rate about that . In another case of humanity John even offered to hold another woman's drink 
with his face while she continued to tell him how much she reaUy loved him. John is looking • 
forward to a return to the promised land where his only true love lies - hockey. Or was that 0 0 

Heather? :J 
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VERSTEEG, Tracy Cartier MARE 
o J"\ Hailing from bustling Grimsby, Ont. Tracy is RRMC's resident fashion consultant. and 'Touch of 
OJ Clas&O'. Tracy wears a new perfume every day, and Oowered Laura Ashley dresses. Behind that 

Q(), 0 ' fraU woman' exterior lies the heart of a violence monger. Yes, Tracy loves watching people getting 
c:()..I their arms broken, or their heads shot off. espedally when its done by Jean Claude van Damme or 

9 
. "'Steven Seagal. And what better way to indulge her whim than with a VCR imct TV? Yes, many a 

o villan met their violent death on the screen of Tracys entertainment centerl Her ambition in life is 
o to own stocks In the McCain ' Deep n' Delicious' cake company, and perhaps get that Estee Lauder 

Onrodeiling contract. 50 Tracy, besL of luck at RMC, and be careful wiUl those frightful Cngineering 
courses. Remember, ' Never start a land war in Asia .. : Your culture bud will miss you . Heck. who 

? Q) am I going to tell my 'Giselle-Incident' horror story to noW? 
o -~ 0 0 Q'lU- v 0 0 0' 'tI v 0 U 
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WALL, Gloria vrPM PSEL o ·0 

'" 
CJ 

Gloria came to us all the way from Manitoba. A lot of us haven' t been there, but after meeting her 
we' re guaranteed to go visit at least. They sure know how to have a good time. We often wonder 
about the drivers there though . The commissionaires are sure the speed limit must be 120 clicks 
thru town. they were sure happy when Gloria moved onto college grounds. No more red blaze to O· 

o 

) 

o 

o 

watch out for every morning as she rushed thru the gate to make it to class on time, late as usual. 
Gloria, has not been the typical blonde, with the exception of one occasion that comes to mind. :Jlf C 
you ever want to get out of a speeding tlc~et. just ask her for a couple of hints .. But I g,;,ess not a ll ~ 
of us could have been blessed with that kind of charm, or should we say creative Imagmatlon? 
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WAKA1'1. Jason Champlain MARC 'J 
The man who said .he never would ? !~! Wormdog comes from Hanover, Ontario. A hockey player at L 
h~rt , he ned th.e nnks to see what Mil Col was all about. F1ndin~ it rou!=jh to !=jet used to the 2 
dl~tance fr<;lIn hiS wom~n, he adapted well and. found a new love, conveniently W.M. resides in 
1"111I,:"ard Wing. The desire ~o play ho;:ke¥ led him to the Saanich Braves junior team until he 2 
rt;all.zed that hockey an~ ":111 C~I don t n:IX. If you are ever looking for # 16 he usually can be found .. 
kicking Sm~ aroun~: WIping hiS butt With Gabert's towel. or wandering the haUs of I sqn. The 2 
g~ntJemen'hkequallties that he portrays around the wing were of the high standard for Ritz. 

2 Timmy, make like KB and mount Bobo. 
c.. L. L l- t- L- \.- I..... 

2 2 2 2 ~ 222 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
:-J WARD Sandy Carlier ANAV 
.... ·Half-grown hobbits, the hole-i:lwellers ... and hungry as hunters, the hobbit children, the 
?lau!=jhinA,folk, the little people: -The Two Towers, by J .R.R. Tolkien. At Roads, we have our own 
~ little hobbit with his shire looking like an underground cave alive with creatures. In I yr, he was a 
~little against the rules, he managed to get a ' I ' on his assessment. Too bad there was 3 of them. 
~ Feared as an artsie, franco, wrestler, there's not much that this guy didn' t achieve. The Senior Sax 
,)section was famous for its abuse given to anyone else not at their level of competency, and the 
:""famous Royal Roads Sign christened with a waming to all other hobbits that 'All Roads lead to Hell ." 
? 'There is no escape: but we' re glad of that fact. or else Roadsjust wouldn 't have been the same 
~. without him. A little dragonish, Sandy. Hobbits ollen arc. 

2 i:: ~ C 2 C 2 2 C C C C 2 C 2 2 C 2 2 2 2 C 2 2 
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WARREN, Bob Fraser ARTY 
Originally hailing from Toronto, Robert Jeffrey Warren made his debut without prior military 
experience, at Chilliwack in the summer of 1990. It was here that Bob's career was to begin. Bob '"J 
was destined to become an ardent follower of a new and exciting philosophy, that of devout r.. 
I{eenncss. Sure enough, upon arriving at Royal Roads, Bob put he philosophy to full practical use. ';) 
Upon taking First year psychology and learning about various personality types, Bob soon became _ 
well acquainted with the letter A. Balancing academics, sports, and kit, Bob still found the time for 'J 
an intense monogamous relationship. In second year, Bob could be found reading leadership L 

2 

critiques of barmen in his little black book, taking the rooks out for flight sports, or just plain ':J 
stressing out over an essay. As for Bob's future (summers spent in Gagetown) it has never looked "
better! 
~ C C C C C c 
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WATSON, Chad Carlier PL T 
Chad, the slut of Cartier night (if not the wing}spent most of the year in the relaxing atmosphere of the 
Fox, under an assumed name. At first. the bar scene was never a hit for Chad because of his baby 
face, but his phobia was overcome with the help of a tittle pud. His memory for a phone numbers and 
names seems to have increased since flrst arriving here, unfortunately, he can't remember anythIng 
else. Reigning from the Prairies, his friends can vouch that he is not the typical preachers boy. 
? 'J '"J 'J ~ 2 'J ~ ? ~ '"J 'J ~ 2 'J ...., ? '"J 'J ';) ~ 2 '"J 2 _ ~ C L _ ~ ~ _ ~ C L _ ~ r::: _ ~ C _ _ c 
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WELLWOOD, Maureen Mackenzie INF "\ 
Maureen has to be the only infanteer we ever saw that liked Gagetown. Everyone else refers to it as :: 
'HELL' , but her eyes light up at the mention of digging a trench that flUs with water at the top of a , 
hill that she caUs ·HOME·. Her time at I KBNBR and the 'Cosmo' has secured her the record at the 
Bar Scene of 18 shooters in one sitting (while Yvonne went to the bathroom at least that many :) 
time<;I }. In her sp<tre time, M<tlueen h<ts been seen doing section <tttacks down the h<tllw<ty, 
camping out In the rain , slashing XYs, and answering SFQs for the guys on the soccer team: What J 
do you THINK the field looks like, HOMO? Maureen plans to stay at Roads next year to major in the -
only subject she supped last year -good luck. Wellwood! ') 

~ _ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ ~ _ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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'WHITE. Ian Champlain ARMD 
(Coming to us from somewhere on Ontario Hwy 518, Ian aka Hillman enhanced Cham with his 
<original character. Hillman spent most of his I st year spreading the concept of ' morally right· to 
!Bart and Ben . tossing his cookies out various windows. and driving Barlee nuts with his pipe. This 
·year Hillman has been active promoting drinking in the wing, getting JD in the gunroom, growing 
'his cheesy 'stache, watching Pepsi Power Hour. and pooching in Maman's room avec Tetris. 
·Hillman 's future includes: a better 'stache, becoming the Napolean of armoured (in MRCV's! ). and 
!getting a black CadiUac. Always known for his support of ethnics minorities. social programs, and 
<women's rights (NOT! ). Hillman Aspires to be buried in Lynchburg, the home of JD. Seeking to 
!make B.C. more morally right. Hillman will stay at Roads. Besides, hejust can't survive without a 
·daily blast of bitterness. Benoit style. 
l... l._ :... I~. 
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WHITE, To m Lasalle MILE J .-, ~ 2 ' 
Tom<l<;! h<li!<; from th .. thriving m .. tropoli<; of Port ColbounE', Ont<lrio. H .. will h .. wm .. mh .. r .. cl fo r .' :. C r.:: : .. 
t~in~: I ) His amazing (NOT!) lo~e life; 2) His amazing flexibility and ability to adapt to changing J ,., ~, 'J ' 
sltuatio~s; 3) All 0 1 the drunk mghts and @#$ % we got in as a result of 2). First. his love lile. _ C ~ "
Interestmg to say the least. There was Katherine, (26 and 2 ... o r 3 kids?). I still feel bad about that ):) '.2 
one. Sorry, pal. Now there is Claire. They, seriously. held hands for 4 nights, and already she • '- 2 _ 
wants to marry hIm. Wow! Secondly, there Is his amazing flexlbUIty. Mr. ,wist My Rubber Arm ) "" ..... ') , 
make". Reed Rlch~r<b look ab "liff ab a board. Need I ,;ay more? Thirdly, lJuking in the Utb, C: ,-' c. ( 
Co nl1ab!>eur'" , gomg to the WdIJ the night be fore a CalLulu" exam, and being the fir"t !,Iuy to get all .~,...., 
18 flags from Royal Colwood (and a sprained ankJe on the side!). Max Flex ' till RMC! And l c: c: c:: 
remember, there can be only one ! .... ,., 
~ C C C C ~ C C C C C C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C C C C eeL c 2 I 

2 ~ILSON, Gregg CHAMPLAIN AERE 
"Straighto utta Surrey came Gupste r. Into the halls of Champ night came this B.C. boy with the 

2 :smell 01 Surrey girls fresh on his breath . Willy was known for his ability to come up with a wild 

'1 ' _ c ( 

2 "excuse for everything, from why he didn' t get a haircut to why he didn' t get anything at Merlin' s on 
,..., ~Ule weekend. Gupster quickly became a hot item on the dance bar scene charming Ule local 
C ' female patrons with such amazing pick-up lines as, "tii , my name is Gregg Wilson, how do you like 

2 2 :me so far?" WillY'S first year was hiqhlighted by logging in max hours In the JCR. three day wine 
' hangovers and sporting his cheesy Roughrider paraphernalia. Egg, with a Gr in front. plans to take 2 2 ;his scully quest to RMC for third year, with a goal of being on a first name basis with all the 
'bouncers In Kingston . WiUy is lOOking forward to the rigorous demands of his AERE career and 

~ 2 I 

2 2 ~en~e~ng ~e ~air ~~rd~for ~he .~F. ) 2 ' 
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WOOD, Mike Cartier MARE ~ - -
Mike "MelloW' Woody left quiet suburban Ottawa and upon his arrival at RRMC was jump-started "J r' .-) 

into mil col under the Whip-o-One Sqn and an injection of electro-Heeb; since then, he's never c... ~ ::.. 
looked back. In fact, he was so determined to be a mil col enthusiast he decided to embark on ~ :'J ?. 
fifth year just to prove, to the remaining 2 yrs . that it. was possibl~ to be so d~de. WoodY's. ..- ,... • 

? 
t._ ( 

2 ' 
2 ' 

.') , 
c. 

pastimes include, sailing, wooing ladies of the Amencan persuasIon, and crulSlI1g Douglas In the ') ~, :J.:. 
legendary Green Hornet. In every other moment of Woody's precious spare time. he could be ~.. C. . .. 
found tormenting and brutalizing his arch rival "Binder", who has since left RRMC but w~ose :; ,., .-' '-; , 
f .. stering m emoriE's remain. Raised by a great mother trumpet, Wo~y ha<; becom .. an Infamous _ r.:: ~ Co 
trumpeter and is known for his permutations of "Last Post". Woody IS off to RMC next year and to) r . ,') "'j 

him we say, "God speed , and beware of Saskatchewanians bearing gills." - C C c. 
c 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22: 

2 2 WaRTMAN' C1ey' fr!ase? Af:RE J .] '1 'J .:) '1 .') ':J :;; :') :') :') '::3 :') :') 
,. ~, C.ar .. y is notorious for finding stacks of 'shafts' stuck under his door with YE'.';tE'rc1ay clue dat .. .s. H .. 
2 r.:: has been identified as one of the Fraser waterpolo submarines who have found themselves 

2 .- untouchable in this year's IMs. Between classes and shafts, Carey can be round in Lasalle haUs 
t:: giving advice and inspiration to a fair-haired rook - his excuse "Look, man, I had to take a break." 

2. ;=l carey is in search of the perfect mug of coffee and refuses cream and sugar to spoil his perfect 
~ blend, hand selected from the Athabasca Tar Sands. If you ' re a pilot. check twice to see if Carey is 

'::J ;:; on your maintenance list: he Is as blind as a bat wlUlOut his specks. And If anything were to go 
r_ '- wrong, his reply would be "Cut m e some slack. I missed coffee, I miss my woman, and I am workin!,l 
') r. the triple crown : 
c C r.:: c Co c... ~ L L L '- ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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WOWK. Kevin MacKenzie CELE 
t1avingjumped into milcoL the "Deer hunter" intends to ride it out until it bucks him off. like any 222 
good Alberta boy. When he isn ' t studying (which is pretty often), Kevin can be found upholding the ,". ::J 
Scuba Club motto "max pressure group" or the Skydive motto "pull before impact" . C '-

2 ( 
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~ ZIMM ER, Chris FRASER LOG 2 c As far as Chris is concerned ther .. is no hetter place in the world then EsterhaziE' Sask. H .. wouldn 't 
,... have traded growing up there for anything In the world and he has told me this numerous Umes. A 2 r: little known fact outside of Esterhazie Is that its the Potash capitol of the world. If you want to 

2 
~ know what new and exciting things they have in store for potash, you ask Zlmm or consult the 
C Esterhazie Minor Journal. Chris only talked about one thing more at BOTe, and that was his ex. 
~ Chris was one of the nrst people to get a car, and at $500 the Omega may It R.I.P. was a real 2 c bargain. It was uncanny how many friends Zlmm had when he bought It. Chris drove the Omega 

2 
,- for all "he W& worth, but he is stiU the most considerate driver I know. Zimmer will drive around a 
t:: block 20 times to make sure no one in the greater Victoria area doesn 't need one of the five 
~ parking spots he passed . I Just hope someday we may aU have a chance to visit the Nirvana, 2 C. Esterhazie, Sask. 
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Oktoberfest this year occurred on the 19th of October, 
right before the start of midterm exams. It was in 
many ways the first real party that the juniors were able 
to experience at Royal Roads, and what an experience 
it wast 
There were three things present in abundant quantities 
to make the festival llve up to all that was expected of 
it; first of all, there were many people in welrd dothes. 
enough of those German walking hats were seen that 
night to make you think that you had mlstaklngly 
wandered into a Bavarian beer house. Secondly, a very 
Important factor indeed, was an Impressive array of 
dvle people, namely UVlc chicks and thirdly, of most 
Importance was the vast quantity of beer that was 
available to be drunk. Admittedly, not much, if any, of 
the beer drunk was German, but that did not really 
matter. It Is the thought of respecting other people's 
culture that counts and by the whole lot more respect 
for the German culture. In fact the only thing that was 
missing from this year's Oktoberfest, was an Oompah 
band" 
written by an engineer ... 







It's 6:30 in the morning. Do you know where your 
trombone is? The stage band has had another 
succesful year at RRMC. From playing at PPCLI mess 
dinners to performing for TGIF's, and from our own 
mess dinners to 'playing the blues' at Hermann's 
Dixieland Pub. Rave reviews have claimed the RRMC 
stage band to be the best jazz band to play this year 
on hte college grounds. ... Many selection such as 
"Wake up, Little Dani", "Big Andy Cooper's Don't Cry", 
"Help me, Marla", "Holiday in Cambodia" and many a 
lovely solo fired out by our Big Guyon the .88, PO 
Tom Vickery. Extremely well played by all. 

Early in the year III Brodie rounded up a 

group of golden-voiced cadets and started on 

the long and arduous task of moulding this 

raw (extremely raw) talent into an 

accomplished choral group. the result was 

the Royal Roads Choir, and they have had 

quite a busy year. Performances included 

Squadron Church Parades, services in 

neighbouring Protestant and Roman Catholic 

churches, a Christmas recital which included 

many Victoria area choirs, the annual 

Christmas Carol Service, ajaunt to Chilliwack 

and a spring concert. It was rewarding for all 

involved to see the group come together so 

quickly so well. Many thanks to the staff 

advisor, Padre Fowler, and the pianist II 

Boyko. 
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Well , this year we finally got a photo club off the ground 
and running. Although not mush happened in the way of 
photo development we had fun. A darkroom for use by 
cadets has finally been approved. With our luck however it 
will be changed back into a bedroom before we get a 
chance to use itl Well guys, we didn't do a lot but that 
leaves more to do next year eh? 



OCdts Gabert. Nash, Emer, Omand, Matteson 

THE RRMC AUTOMOBILE/MOTORCYCLE CLUB 

1991 / 92 was a rather busy year for the automotive club. As 
with other years, new equipment needed to be purchased to replace 
the broken or obsolete. Aside from the usual business which 
entertains the executive members of any such club, an offer was 
received from the base to fund the construction of a garage here at 
RRMC. The offer was withdrawn, however a strong effort from II 
Emer and J / C Matteson is still being put forth in the hopes of 
acquiring an appropriate building. The automotive club hopes for 
a prosperous 1992/93 year with continued work from the executive 
members. 

Pistol 
OCdts Wilson, Delsey, Michaud, 
Jared, Umrysh, Boccinfuso, 
Sundquist Jones, Erickson, 
McKinnon, Routhier, Jestley, 
Fiola 
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Life as a Statue! 

Well it all began one fine morning at a 
weekly flight meeting. We went through 
the normal meeting procedures and 
thought nothing of it. Until the last 
minute, they asked for three volunteers, 
but they would not tell us what for! Well. 
being the adventurous sort. I 
volunteered. When they finally told us 
what we volunteered for I thought nothing 
if it (until it began!) 
The show started by first covering 
ourselves with honey and flour, which is 
something I will not ever do again no 
matter what the situation (or how good 
looking she is!). 
Then the real fun began ... the feeding of 
drinks. It seemed to me that everybody's 
favourite drink was a prairie fire (Did we 
look like we wanted our tonsils removed 
by that heinous liquid? I think notl) 
Then came the wonderful positions 
people put us in. I think Freddy, Spud 
and I had never been so close before. 
After about two hours the evening slowly 
began to slip into oblivion ......... . 
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LOG ADV 0 's 
MESSAGE 
Well the year is finally over. This year the Log has 
accomplished many things. For the first time in three 
years, the Log has finished in the black. This is a real 
feat as this year's Log is almost twice as large as last 
years. This can be attributed to an excellent effort that 
was put forward by my staff. As for now, all I can say is 
that I'm relieved that the eternal shaft, headache, and 
bureaucracy (Le. the Log Editor going and spending all 
my hard earned money) is finally over. As for my 
successor, all I can say is: better you than me and best 
of luck next year, you have a long, hard job ahead of 
you. 

Thanks once again to the Layout 0, Chris 
Graham, and the Photo 0, Stephanie Walsh. 
BZ! IT'S DONE!!!!! 

!I HERFF JONES 
PfYlltclonW~J,lB 
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